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Abstract

The need for information sharing is growing daily, along with the costs related to
software licensing, training, and system maintenance. A niche has developed in which

organizations on tight budgets - such as colleges - require low or no cost alternatives to
pricey name brand interfaces. Open-source, freeware languages have resulted. They

provide users with the means for implementing and maintaining highly functional data
systems from the ground up and are quickly establishing an edge in the world of data

communications for both amateur and professional system designers.

This Honors project focuses on the melding of three relatively dissimilar topics contained
within the field of computer science: web design using hyper-text markup language

(HTML); database structures created in the language, MySQL; and object-oriented
programming via hyper-text pre-processor (PHP). Together, these three components
form a powerful tool with literally boundless applications in the area of data

management, involving few to numerous participating users. A system utilizing HTML,
MySQL, and PHP has been designed from the ground up with the intent of demonstrating

practical, as well as numerous powerful uses for this specific programming combination,
including web-driven database searches, variable passing, and data modification, to name
a few. The primary goals of this project are as follows: explain and breakdown the three
components previously mentioned in terms of their history and technical specifications;

present the system and accompanying interface based on these programming structures

and concepts; and to discuss any findings, including strengths, weaknesses, difficulties,
and all other pertinent information related to this project.
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Management Test #4

Chapter 13 on Groups and Teams
The Nature of Conflict

1.

Conflict - a process in which one party perceives that its interests are being opposed or negatively affected by another party.
a. Negative Conflict - hinders the organization’s performance or threatens its interests.
b. Constructive Conflict - benefits the main purpose of the organization and serves its interests.
c. Too Little Conflict - Indolence.
d. Too Much Conflict - Warfare.
e. Establish an optimal level of conflict to reach peak performance.

Seven Causes of Conflict

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Competition for Scarce Resources
Time Pressure
Inconsistent Goals or Reward Systems
Ambiguous Jurisdiction: when job boundaries are unclear
Status Differences: when there are inconsistencies in power and influence.
Personality Clashes
Communication Failures

How to Stimulate Constructive Conflict

1.
2.
3.
4.

Spur Competition Among Employees
Change the Organization’s Culture and Procedures - i.e. announce bonuses and promotions.
Bring in Outsiders for New Perspectives
Use Programmed Conflict - designed to elicit different opinions without inciting people’s personal feelings
a. Devil’s Advocacy - role-playing criticism to test whether a proposal is workable. This is the process of assigning
someone to play the role of critic.
b. The Dialectic Method - role-playing two sides of a proposal to test whether it is workable. This is the process of having
two people or groups play opposing roles in a debate in order to better understand a proposal.

Why Teamwork Matters

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Increased Productivity
Increased Speed
Reduced Costs
Improved Quality
Reduced Destructive Internal Competition
Improved Workplace Cohesiveness

Groups & Teams: How do They Differ?
1. Group - two or more freely interacting individuals who share collective norms, share collective goals, and have a common identity.
2. Team - a small group of people with complementary skills who are committed to a common purpose, performance goals, and
approach for which they hold themselves mutually accountable.

Formal Vs. Informal Groups

1.
2.

Formal Groups - created to do productive work for an organization and is headed by a leader.
Informal Groups - formed by people seeking friendship and has no officially appointed leader, although a leader may emerge from
the membership.

Work Teams for Four Purposes
1.
2.
3.

Advice Teams - used to broaden the information base for managerial decisions.
Production Teams - responsible for performing day-to-day operations.
Project Teams - work to do creative problem solving
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4.

Action Teams - work to accomplish tasks that require people with specialized training and a high degree of coordination.

Two Types of Teams in Action
1.

2.

Quality Circles - consist of small groups of volunteers or workers and supervisors who meet intermittently to discuss workplace
and quality-related problems.
a. Advice teams, consultation (limited empowerment), voluntary membership, outside normal channels or organization's
structure, influence low-level operations.
Self-Managed Teams - groups of workers who are given administrative oversight for their task domains.
a. Production, project, or action teams; delegation (high empowerment), assigned membership, influence possibly all
organizational levels.

How Does a Group Evolve into a Team? 5 stages
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Forming - the group gets acquainted. Little need for control at this point.
Storming - emergence of individual personalities and roles and conflicts within the group. Leader should encourage members to
suggest ideas, disagreements, etc.
Norming - Conflicts are resolved, close relationships develop, and unity and harmony emerge. Leader should emphasize team
goals and values.
Performing - members focus on solving problems and completing assigned tasks. Leader should give members the
empowerment that they need to work.
Adjourning - members prepare for disbandment. Leader might hold ceremonies, parties, etc.

How can a Manager Build an Effective Team?
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Performance Goals and Feedback
Motivation through Mutual Accountability - build trust and commitment between team members
Size: Small Teams or Large Teams?
a. Small (2-9(
i. Advantages
1. Better interaction
2. Better morale - can more easily see their worth in the group.
ii. Disadvantages
1. Fewer resources
2. Possibly less innovation
3. Unfair work distribution
b. Large (10-16)
i. Advantages
1. More resources
2. Division of labor
ii. Disadvantages
1. Less interaction
2. Lower morale
3. Social loafing
Roles: How Team Members are Expected to Behave
a. Task Roles - consists of behaviors that concentrate on getting the team’s tasks done.
b. Maintenance Roles - consists of behaviors that foster constructive relationships among team members.
Norms: Unwritten Rules for Team Members - general guidelines or rules of behavior that most groups or team members follow
a. Why Norms are Enforced: 4 reasons
i. To help the group survive
ii. To clarify role expectations
iii. To help individuals avoid embarrassing situations
iv. To emphasize the group’s important values and identity.
Cohesiveness
Groupthink - a cohesive group’s blind unwillingness to consider alternatives
a. Symptoms
i. Invulnerability, inherent morality, and stereotyping of opposition
ii. Rationalization and self-censorship - a sense of pride and impenetrability of decisions and goals.
iii. Illusion and unanimity, peer pressure, and mindguards.
b. The Results of Groupthink
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c.

i. Reduction in alternative ideas
ii. Limiting of other information
Preventing Groupthink
i. Allow Criticism
ii. Allow other perspectives

Chapter 14 on Power, Influence, and Leadership

Managers Vs. Leaders
1.

2.

Manager
a.
b.
c.
Leader
a.
b.
c.

What Needs to be Done - planning and budgeting
Creating Arrangements of people to accomplish an agenda - organizing and staffing
Ensuring people do their jobs - controlling and problem solving
What needs to be done - setting a direction, i.e. develop a vision of the future along with strategies
Creating arrangements of people to accomplish an agenda - aligning people
Ensuring people do their jobs - motivating and inspiring

5 Sources of Power

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Legitimate Power - power that results from managers’ formal positions within the organization
Reward Power - results from managers' authority to reward their subordinates.
Coercive Power - results from managers’ authority to punish subordinates.
Expert Power - results from one’s specialized information or expertise.
Referent Power - derived from one's personal attractiveness.

Leadership and Influence: Using Persuasion to Get your Way at Work. 8 Methods

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Consultation
Rational Persuasion - uses reason, logic, or facts
Inspirational Appeals
Ingratiating Tactics
Coalition Tactics
Pressure Tactics
Upward Appeals
Exchange tactics

Four Approaches to Leadership - Trait, Behavioral, Contingency, Emerging
Trait:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Kouzes and Posner’s Research. A credible leader has five traits:
a. Honest, competent, forward-looking, inspiring, intelligent
Bossidy’s Observations on hiring successful leaders. Must be:
a. Ability to execute
b. A career runway
c. Team orientation
d. Multiple experiences
Goleman's Concepts of Emotional Intelligence - the ability to cope, empathize with others, and self motivate.
a. Self Awareness
b. Self Management
c. Social Awareness
d. Relationship Management
Gender Studies
a. Women make better leaders according to many studies

Behavioral:
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1.

Blake and Mouton’s Managerial/Leadership Grid Model
a. Four Leadership Styles
i. Impoverished Management - little concern for people or production: exerts minimal effort.
ii. Task Management - high concern for production, low for people.
iii. Country-club Management - low concern for production, high for people.
iv. Middle-of-the-road Management - minimum effort to keep people and production concerns balanced.
v. Team Management - maximum performance and maximum employee satisfaction.

Contingency

1.

Contingency Approach - the belief that effective leadership behavior depends on the situation at hand.

2.

Fiedler's Approach - determines if a leader’s style is task-oriented, or relationship-oriented and if that style is effective for the
situation at hand.
a. Use the LPC test to determine the leader’s style.
b. Determine the leader’s situational control: three factors, rated from high to low
i. Leader-member relations - do employees see this person as a leader?
ii. Task structure - do employees understand the tasks they are to perform.
iii. Position Power - do I have the authority to hire, fire, punish, reward?
iv. Which style is most effective?
1. Task-oriented = either high or low control situations.
2. Relationship-oriented = works best in situations with moderate control
c. It is better to move and switch out leaders rather than try to fit their style to a particular situation.

3.

The Path-Goal Leadership Model - the effective leader clarifies paths through which subordinates can achieve goals, both
organizational and personal. 4 leadership styles:
a. Directive leadership - here’s what you need to do, and here’s how to do it.
b. Supportive leadership - friendly, approachable, and treats employees as equals.
c. Participative leadership - consult employees during the decision making process.
d. Achievement oriented - issues challenging goals, emphasizes excellence, and confidence in employee abilities.
e. Which style is most effective?
i. Directive - when tasks are ambiguous to employees.
ii. Supportive - good for employees working on dissatisfying, stressful, or frustrating tasks.
iii. Participative - for intellectually or emotionally involving, nonrepetitive tasks.
iv. Achievement - good for ambiguous, nonrepetitive tasks.

4.

Situational Leadership - leadership behavior reflects how leaders should adjust their leadership style according to the readiness of
followers.

Emerging:

The Transactional
1.
2.
3.

Leader - focusing on the interpersonal transactions between managers and employees.
Leaders use contingent rewards to motivate employees
Leaders exert corrective action only when subordinates fail to achieve performance goals.
They are:
a. Efficient, organized, considerate, fair-minded, tolerant, hardworking, committed to goals of the organization and
the needs of subordinates.

Charismatic Leader - visionaries who challenge people to perform above and beyond what’s expected of them - to pursue organizational
goals over self-interests.
4. 4 properties of a charismatic leader.
a. Vision
b. Ability to communicate
c. Ability to inspire trust
d. Positive self-regard
5. How Charismatic Leaders Transform their Followers
a. Use of Vision and Inspiration
b. Intellectual Stimulation
c. Support and Encourage Subordinates
6. How Followers of Charismatic Leaders are Transformed
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a.
b.
c.

They realize their jobs and performance matter
They become aware of their own growth needs
They want to work for the good of the organization, not themselves.

Servant Leadership - focus on providing increasing service to others - meeting the goals of both followers and the organization - rather than
to oneself.
Leading for Loyalty: Six principles for generating faithful employees, customers, and investors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Preach what you practice - communicate your actions
Play to Win-Win - treat employees right so they treat customers right
Be Picky - carefully choose employees and customers.
Keep it Simple - organizational structure and procedures
Reward the right results
Listen Hard, Talk Straight

Chapter 15 on Interpersonal and Organizational Communication
How the Communication Process Works:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Sender
Message
Receiver
Encoder and Decoder
The Medium
Feedback
A sender encodes a message and transmits it on a medium. The receiver decodes the message, and sends feedback to the
sender.
Noise - any interference that disrupts the transmission of a message

Selecting the Right Medium for Effective Communication
1.

2.

Media Richness - indicates how well a particular medium conveys information and promotes learning
a. For highest to lowest:
i. Face-to-face
ii. Video Conferencing
iii. Telephone
iv. Personal written media
v. Impersonal written media
Matching the Appropriate Medium to the Appropriate Situation
a. Rich Medium - best for nonroutine situations and to avoid oversimplification.
b. Lean Medium - best for routine situations and to avoid overloading.

Barriers to Communication: 5 of them
1.
2.
3.

4.

Physical - sound, time, space, etc
Semantic
Personal Barriers - 9 of them
a. Variable skills in communicating effectively
b. Variations in how information is processed and interpreted
c. Variations in trustworthiness and credibility
d. Oversized egos
e. Faulty listening skills
f. Tendency to judge others’ messages
g. Inability to listen with understanding
h. Stereotypes and Prejudices
i.
Nonverbal Communication
Nonverbal Communication - consists of messages sent outside the written or spoken word (around 65-95% of communication).
a. Body Language
b. Setting
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c.
5.

Time

Gender-Related Communication Differences

Formal Communication Channels
1.
2.
3.

Vertical Communication - either up or down the chain of command
Horizontal Communication - between work units. Main purpose is coordination
External Communication - flows between people inside and outside the organization

Informal Communication Channels
1.

2.

The Grapevine
a. Faster than formal channels
b. 75% accurate
c. People rely on it when they are insecure or face with organizational change
d. Employees use the grapevine to acquire the majority of their on-the-job information
e. The Gossip Chain
f. Cluster Pattern -1 tells three, those three tell three each, and so on.
g. Important to extinguish damaging or false rumors quickly
Management by Wandering Around

Communications Tools of Information Technology

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

The Internet, Intranets, and Extranets
E-mail
a. Advantages:
i. Reduced cost of distributing information
ii. Increased teamwork
iii. Reduced paper costs
iv. Increased flexibility
b. Disadvantages
i. Wasted time
ii. Information overload
iii. Neglect of other media
Video Conferencing
Collaborative Computing - entails using state-of-the-art computer software and hardware to help people work together. Basically,
create team environments using technology.
Telecommuting
a. Advantages
i. Reduction of capital costs because employees work at home.
ii. Increased flexibility and autonomy for workers.
iii. Competitive edge in recruiting hard-to-get employees
iv. Increased job satisfaction and reduced turnover
v. Increased productivity
vi. Ability to tap nontraditional labor pools

Chapter 16 on Control

Managing for Productivity
1.

What is productivity: outputs / inputs.
a. Increase input efficiency to increase productivity.

Why is Control Needed?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To Adapt to Change and Uncertainty - new competition, new technology, new regulations, shift in consumer taste, etc, etc
To Discover Irregularities & Errors
To reduce costs, increase productivity, or add value
To detect opportunities
To deal with complexity
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6.

To decentralize decision making and facilitate teamwork.

Steps in the Control Process
1.
2.
3.
4.

Establish standards - be sure they are clear and attainable
Measure Performance
Compare performance to Standards
Take Corrective Action, If necessary

Types of Control
1.
2.
3.

Feedforward - takes place before operation begins and is intended to prevent anticipated problems.
Concurrent - takes place while operations are going on and is intended to minimize problems as they occur
Feedback - takes place after operations are finished and is intended to correct the problems that have already occurred.

Levels of Control

1.
2.

3.

Strategic Control by Top Managers - monitoring performance to ensure that strategic plans are being implemented and taking
corrective action as needed.
Tactical Control by Middle Managers - monitoring performance to ensure that tactical plans - those at the divisional or
departmental level - are being implemented and taking corrective action as needed.
Operational Control by First Level Managers - monitoring performance to ensure that operational plans - day-to-day goals - are
being implemented and taking corrective action as needed.

Four Resources to Control
1.
2.
3.
4.

Physical Resources - buildings, equipment, and tangible products
Human Resources
Information Resources
Financial Resources

Styles of Implementing Controls
1.

2.

3.

Bureaucratic Control - characterized by use of rules, regulations, and formal authority to guide performance.
a. Strict rules, rigid hierarchy, well-defined job descriptions, budgets, performance appraisals, compensation schemes
Market Control - characterized by use of market mechanisms - pricing, competition, market share - to guide performance
a. Works best in industries where there is considerable competition for resources, and the various divisions have distinct
products or services
Clan Control - characterized by shared values, beliefs, rituals, and trusts emanating from a common culture.
a. Works best in organizations in which there is no one best way to do a job and in which employees are allowed to make
many of their own decisions.

Financial Tools of Control

Budgets
1.

2.
3.

Incremental Budgeting - using the last budget period as reference point. Allocates increased or decreased funds to a department
using the last budget period as a reference point; only incremental changes in the budget request are reviewed.
a. But this is not flexible in meeting environment demands
Zero-based Budgeting - forces each department to start from zero in projecting its funding needs for the coming budget period.
a. Takes a long time, but works well in small work units or departments that are declining in resources.
Fixed Vs. Variable Budgets
a. Fixed Budgets - allocates resources on the basis of a single estimate of costs
b. Variable Budgets - allows the allocation of resources to vary in proportion with various levels of activity.

Financial Statements

1.
2.

The Balance Sheet - summarizes an organization’s overall financial worth - that is, assets and liabilities - at a specific point in
time.
Income Statement - summarizes an organization’s financial results - revenues and expenses - over a specified period of time.
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Ratio Analysis

Audits: External Vs Internal

1.
2.

External Audits - a formal verification of an organization's financial accounts and statements by outside experts.
Internal Audits - a verification of an organization’s financial accounts and statements by the organization's own professional staff.
Used to verify the accuracy of the organization’s records and operating activities. Help to uncover inefficiencies.
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Introduction:

Today, one of the biggest trends in computing is the need for companies, organizations,
and people, to get their information online and available to the world. Whether it’s

Amazon.com promoting e-commerce, or Carroll College providing information to
prospective students, the purpose might be different, but the base needs are the same.

Organizations need Internet-based information systems that utilize database technology.
They need user logins and account creation methods. They need ways of storing, editing,
and deleting information. A method for searching this information is also required. But

Internet development is costly. Not all organizations can afford to spend thousands of
dollars on design software, let alone professional consultants.

The key to low-cost system development lies in the use of open-source and freeware
programming mediums. The term “open-source” refers to the notion that the inherent

instructions that comprise a language are free to the public and are in a constant state of
development. Everyday, thousands of volunteer programmers around the world are

making their own personal contributions to these software projects through testing,
correcting, and creating code. This development cycle provides for highly stable

products, as well as products that are perfectly suited to the user and their needs. This is

due to the fact that the system designer is the user, so they should certainly know exactly
the features they require. As a result, these open-source tools have unveiled a whole

array of freelance development opportunities, which are the primary focus of this
research project.

1

To best illustrate the power, flexibility, and relative ease in using open-source

development tools, I have created a system that utilizes four well-known freeware
packages: Apache, MySQL, PHP, and HTML. Later sections will focus on the details of

these components, so for now we will turn our attention to the system itself.

The

sira

Home Page

Database

Wckifiif to the home page of The Super User Database, This site
ts currently hosted on Enn Blunkall's personal computer, runauag
the Apache v. 1 3 27 web server. PHP v 42 3 is being used to
communicate with the MySQL server. which is also running on
Em's computer This site lias been built from the group up to
demonstrate the functionality and usabiisy of MySQL database
structure* within a web-based environment by using PHP object
oriented programming Please feel free to tty and break the
system, and be sure to report any problems by clicking below

USER

b'SERNAME:

New
Member

Thank you and enjoy your stay!

The Super User Database was conceived from the ground up as a general-purpose
interface that could be used to demonstrate a variety of applications in terms of open-

source programming, as well as to give the reader some notion of the possibilities that
this low-cost development technique has to offer. This system utilizes such common

functions as user logins, search engines, information creation and deletion, information
editing, and concepts of formatting, layout, and other aesthetic factors. Below are several
screenshots from The Super User Database aimed at giving the reader some clue as to its

layout and general appearance:
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New User Sign-up Form

The

SITPEB

Welcome to the Search Page!

USER

Database

Enter data into any of the following fields and then click the Search
button to begin!

Welcome:
Erin
Brunhall

►.

Search

Search Engine Form
3

The

SUPER
USER

Database

Welcome to your Personal Profile!

Enter new values into the following fields and hit the Save

button to update yow profile!
Welcome:

Erin
BitmJuU

}

I

z

I

Edft

V

4

Profile Editor Interface

It is important to note that The Super User Database resides on the Internet where it may

receive a large amount of user traffic in the hope that its versatility and resilience may be
tested. The decision to make this system internet-based was not an accident or an

afterthought, however. This method was chosen with the explicit notion that a great deal

of data management occurs within the public domain (i.e. the Internet), so it made sense
then to demonstrate this particular system there with the hope that it would be of the most
value to the reader in the event that this thesis were used as a reference for future
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developments. With these facts in mind, we can commence with the general overview of
the system components including their origins, specifications, and current developments.

Breaking Down the System:

In order for The Super User Database to even be reached by users, there must exist an

agent capable of interpreting client commands and issuing responses, which brings us to
the first component of this system: the Apache web server. The Apache web server first
went into design in February of 1995 in response to a stall in the maintenance of a then-

popular Internet server application known as HTTP Daemon. Through the coordinated
efforts of nearly a dozen experienced webmasters (who later formed The Apache Group),
the old and failing HTTP Daemon went through a series of code rewrites and overhauls.

After nearly ten months of work, including extensive public testing, Apache version 1.0

was released on December 1st, 1995. Less than a year passed before the Apache web
server was number one on the Internet in terms of usage; a position which it maintains
even today. The apparent popularity of the Apache web server can be attributed to its

cost, efficiency, flexibility, compatibility (with different operating systems),

customizability, and the fact that the Apache Group, in addition to several thousand users,
are continually testing and issuing fixes and optimizations for the Apache software.
What functions, though, does the Apache web server perform? In general terms, the

server software acts as a sort of listener on a line, represented by a computer’s addressed
connection to a network. When commands addressed to a particular computer arrive on
the line, the Apache server running on this computer receives and interprets these
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commands, then, if necessary, prepares and transmits a response. The more detailed

workings of Apache are outside the focus of this report, so it will suffice to leave our
discussion at this.

The second, and, in some ways, most important component of The Super User Database
is the MySQL (pronounced simply as, ‘My-Sequel *) server. MySQL is the world’s most

popular open-source database language, offering the means for quickly and concisely

designing and implementing the structures needed to
quantities of complex and interrelated information,

house huge
MySQL.

providing

the means for effectively accessing and manipulating that data. Like Apache, MySQL is
free to the public, which made it a perfect addition to this project. The components of a

MySQL database consist of user-defined tables, each with specifically labeled and

formatted columns. A column may contain a variety of information, including numbers,
strings of characters, dates, or sometimes just raw binary data. The MySQL server itself

acts as the moderator between a programmer or an outside application, and the actual
table data structures and their contents. How the MySQL server and The Super user

Database interact is of particular interest, and will be discussed in a later section.

One of the defining factors of The Super User Database is its use of dynamic content on

the pages it displays. Different users receive different screens after logging in; searching
for the letter “s”

letter “b”; and

-

produces different results than searches for the

creating a user account without entering a first

name will give a different error than if the last name is omitted. This functionality is
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attributed to the third, and most noteworthy component of The Super User Database-,
hypertext pre-processor, or, PHP for short. This unique coding language is essentially the

meat and potatoes of the system, providing the data structures for complex computations

and routines. PHP is defined as an “open-source general-purpose scripting language that

is especially suited for Web development and can be embedded into HTML (PHP.net,

2003).” Interestingly enough, PHP is also among the projects handled by the Apache

Group. Like other similar languages, PHP provides for the creation and manipulation of
data variables, as well as the creation of user-defined functions. PHP also comes

equipped with a long list of predefined functions suited for a variety of purposes

including string and array operations, and database connections, to name a few. Unlike
most other programming languages, on the other hand, PHP is entirely free to download
from the Internet and experiment with, which is one of the reasons it has been chosen for
this project. The other reason being that PHP essentially provides the communication

bridge between MySQL, Apache, and HTML; a point we will expound upon shortly.

Now that the means for functionality behind The Super User Database have been listed,
what then defines its layout and formatting? The fourth component, hypertext markup
language (HTML), is charged with presenting the material in a manner that is easy to

navigate and nice to look at, in addition to housing the actual PHP code. HTML defines
the constraints of most any web page you find on the Internet today. The width of the

page, where a picture is displayed, where a hyperlink directs you, the size of text; these

are all things specified within the code of an HTML document. Unlike PHP and
MySQL, HTML is not a programming language per-say. Rather than consisting of
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variables and functions like in most languages, HTML uses “tags,” which can be
understood as delimiters that specify where an effect begins and where it ends. The
location (and correctness) of these tags dictate how a web page’s content is displayed.

For example, we might “markup” a string of text with HTML tags such that it is bold,

red, size ten font, and arranged directly in the center of the screen. Where this particular
text formatting stops relies on the placement of “end tags.” There are, of course, many

well-known motifs and designs for the layout and appearance of web sites, but this aspect

of a system interface is generally left up to the creative devices of the programmer and

will not be discussed here.

In order for these various components to function, they must of course be stored in and,

in the case of the Apache and MySQL servers, running on a computer, which is where the
only cost in this project arises. An interface such as The Super User Database need only

occupy a single computer, though increased traffic loads could potentially require a
sharing of the workload with an additional machine. Even with both the MySQL and

Apache servers running, a computer may perform as though neither of these services
were present. Such is the case on the computer used in this study. We can attribute this

exceptional performance primarily to the care given during the development of the
Apache and MySQL servers in terms of their resource allocation and general computation
efficiency. To put this performance in perspective, it is necessary to acknowledge the

physical characteristics of the computer used for this project. Running all necessary
components for The Super User Database is a Pentium III 550 Mhz CPU with 512

megabytes of RAM, on the Windows 98 operating system. Despite its three-year age,
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this computer is entirely unaffected by the two servers running in the background, which
would suggest that an even older system would also be capable of running of the

Apache/MySQL server combo without incident.

How the Parts Interact:

Now that we have examined the four primary components of The Super User Database,

it is necessary then to discuss how they interact to produce the program we see. First,

there exist a series of data files that represent The Super User Database. These files
contain all the HTML and PHP code, and reside on the same computer as the Apache and
MySQL servers. It is assumed that potential users of the system will know the “path” to
the server. In this case, ebrimhal.carroll.edu/thesis/ is the path to The Super User

Database. When this path or address is entered in on a web browser, it internally
resolves to an IP number that corresponds to a particular computer on the network. The
client’s browser queries this address and finds the Apache server at the other end, which

promptly returns the default file in the root directory (in this case, “index.html”) to the

client. But before this may take place, several other things must happen. First, it is
important to note that the PHP code contained inside a PHP file has not yet been

executed. Consequently, a web browser will not understand PHP code—only HTML.

The PHP code must first produce results in HTML code before the PHP file may be
transmitted to the client. The interpretation and execution of this PHP code is therefore

the responsibility of the Apache server. When a file is requested, Apache first checks to

see if the file exists. If it does, the file is retrieved and then parsed. Apache looks for a
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variety of things, but what we care about is that PHP code is one of them. When
encountered, code is simply executed (assuming of course that it is correct), and any

results produced take the form of plain text that is coherent within an HTML document.
It is also at this time that Apache will do any communicating with the MySQL server,

assuming that there has been PHP code requesting it. The credentials required for
communication between the Apache and MySQL servers are specified within the PHP
code, such as a server address and an appropriate username and password. The details of

this communication will be discussed in a later section. In short, the Apache server is

charged with finding and executing PHP code, which returns results in HTML. Once
compilation has finished, Apache is at last free to transmit the file to the client, whose

browser is now able to fully understand the document, since all code is in HTML.

Experience/Learning Required:

Open-source programming should not be made out to sound unchallenging. In fact, quite
the opposite is true. Creating a system like The Super User Database requires at least
some degree of understanding in a variety of programming areas, and cannot simply be

created overnight. There is good news however: all the documentation needed to learn
the ins and the outs of Apache, MySQL, PHP, and HTML is readily available on the

Internet for free. Most of the online manuals come in a printable form, which makes

quick references and studies away from a computer possible. The first step in creating a
data management system should be to visit the appropriate sites and print out copies of
the manuals for each component.
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When I first began working on The Super User Database, I was fortunate to have had a

good deal of experience in web design and HTML up to that point. I had taken a college
level web class that taught me step-by-step how to design web pages. I had also designed

and coded several web pages for friends, which gave me additional experience in layout
and appearance. My memory was a little rusty in some areas (such as drop-down

menus), however, and I was always sure my HTML reference guide was close by. I
would therefore recommend a solid understanding of HTML coding and web design

before attempting to create a system similar to the one used in this project. HTML as a
language is quite easy to learn, but creating a web site that is both functional and nice to

look at is where the real challenge lies.

A semester of Oracle database programming prepared me for using MySQL, which is

actually a subset of SQL, the base language used in Oracle. Little preparation was

required before I was able to begin designing and coding the database structure for this

project. Perhaps the biggest obstacle was installing and configuring the MySQL server,
which was a new experience. But as I mentioned before, the best way of tackling a
project like this is to read the online documentation. I should also mention that there

were minor syntactical differences between the version of SQL used in Oracle and
MySQL. This was a minor grievance however, and required only a short trip to the
MySQL homepage for clarification.
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Before this project, I literally had no understanding of the Apache web server. Any

questions I had, however, were quickly answered by the online manual, which provided
detailed installation and configuration instructions. It is my opinion then that installing
and running an Apache web server can be done by anyone (with help from the Internet,

of course), though a little computer know-how doesn’t hurt.

PHP is the heart of The Super User Database, and was by far the most challenging
component to work with. Because of seemingly inadequate online documentation,

configuring the PHP package with the Apache server was a long process of trial and error
that took no less than twelve hours to complete (see the Tricks and Difficulties section to

learn how to avoid this). Once Apache and PHP were cooperating together, however, I
was on familiar ground in terms of coding. PHP and C++ share many of the same data

constructs and syntax, which was all clear in my head after several semesters of C++

coding classes; it wasn’t long before I felt right at home using PHP. On the other hand,
the built-in functions in PHP differed quite noticeably from those in C++. Learning and

experimenting with these new operations was where most of my research time was spent.

The PHP code in The Super User Database was by far the most challenging component
to conceive of. This is where 90% of the development time was spent: coding, testing,
and fixing. Even with my background in object-oriented programming I still met with

considerable difficulties. Fortunately, the online documentation pertaining to the coding
aspects of PHP is quite good. This is where I found answers to most all my problems,

and should be the first stop the reader makes, no matter what their experience level may
be.
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The System In-Depth:

Now with a solid understanding of The Super User Database’s specific components, we
can begin our discussion of the interface itself in terms of features and functionality. We

shall first examine the MySQL tables and their relationships before stepping through the
system in a file-by-file manner, at which point the HTML structure and any important

pieces of PHP code will be explained.

The Super User Database uses three MySQL tables to store its dynamic content, such as
a user’s first and last name, their addresses, and their phone numbers. On the next page is
a detailed representation of the tables and their fields, along with short descriptions:

? CORETTE LIBRARY

CARROLL COLLEGE

Table Name: "Users"

Field Name/Length:

t

Description:

userid(5)

A unique numerical identifier (primary key) assigned by the system to each user.

username(12)

A unique call sign chosen by the user for their account.

userpassword(12)

The character string that accompanies the user name; needed for logging into the system

fname(15)

A user’s first name.

lname(15)

A user's last name.

gender(17)

May equal, "Male", "Female", or "Prefer not to say."

age(3)

A user's age.

email(50)

A user's e-mail address.

comments(250)

Miscellaneous comments entered by the user.

Table Name: "Address"

Field Name/Length:

T1

Description:

addressid(5)

A unique numerical identifier assigned by the system to each address created.

userid(5)

A direct reference to the userid field in the Users table that associates a user with an address.

address(20)

The address, i.e. street name/number or PO box number.

city(20)

The city where the address is located.

state(20)

The state where the address is located.

zipcode(15)

The zip code in which the address resides.

Table Name: "Phone"

Field Name/Length:

•

Description:

phoneid(5)

A unique numerical identifier assigned by the system to each phone number created.

addressid(5)

A direct reference to the addressid field in the Address table that associates a phone number with an addr

phonenum(50)

The actual phone number for the record.

phone desc(60)

A description of the phone number above, i.e. "Home phone.”

The bulleted lines next to certain fields indicate the relationship between two tables. For
example, the “addressid” field in the Phone table is a “foreign key” that references the

value in the “addressid” field of the Address table. This produces a relationship in which
a certain phone record is associated with a particular address record. Similarly, the
“userid” field of the Address table is also a “foreign key” that references the value in the

“userid” field in the Users table. This creates a relationship such that a particular address
record is associated with a particular user record. Overall, the table dependencies can be
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explained as follows: a user may have many addresses, but an address may only belong to
one user. Also, an address may have many phone numbers, but a phone number may

only be associated with one address.

The File Structure

The Super User Database is comprised of four files, each of which will be discussed in
detail later. In general, a PHP/HTML file can be thought of as a collection of web pages;

each page is different in some fashion, and each depends on some sort of condition for it

to be displayed. The general form of a PHP document can be illustrated by the

pseudocode below:

Assignment ofpassed PHP variables andflags.
Default HTML Code //This will be displayed regardless of any conditions.

Conditionl: If (some flag/variable is true/not true)

Initialize some PHP variables

Perhaps perform some operations on PHP variables
Display a certain block of HTML code

End Conditionl
Condition2: If (some flag/variable is true/not true
Initialize some PHP variables
Perhaps perform some operations on PHP variables

Display a certain block ofHTML code
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End Condition2

The pseudocode above is a drastic generalization: PHP documents may contain countless
condition tests, and the form of the operations conducted within each will vary; some
may not contain any HTML, whereas other will not use any PHP. The “Default HTML

code” is a feature mentioned because of its consistent use within the files comprising The
Super User Database. Often, the system designer may always wish to display some part

of a web page regardless of condition tests. Rather than have each condition routine
carry the code for this default web content, it is less redundant and more efficient for the

code to only appear once, perhaps at the beginning of the document.

The first file of The Super User Database, commonly referred to as a “frame set,” is
named “index.html.” Notice this file’s extension: “html.” This indicates that no PHP code

is used in the document (otherwise the extension would have read “.php”). The purpose

of the “frame set” is to establish the very first physical constraints of the page.

<frameset cols="*,800, *">

The <frameset> tag contains only one property: “cols”, which indicate the number of
columns on the page. Here, the value assigned to “cols” means that the page will have
three columns: the first column will be of unspecified width, the middle column will be

800 pixels wide, and the third column will also be of unspecified width. What this

creates is a page whose middle column will always be 800 pixels; if the screen resolution
is greater than 800 pixels in width, the first and third columns will evenly divide the
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remaining resolution width. Similarly, if the screen resolution is exactly 800 pixels, the

first and third columns will not appear. The pictures below demonstrate this concept:

The resolution of the screen above is over 800 pixels, so frame 1 and 3 appear to take up
the extra space.

The resolution of the screen above is exactly 800 pixels, so we see only the second frame.
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The purpose of this conditional formatting is to ensure that all users will see the same

interface regardless of differences in their screen resolutions.

The next few lines of HTML in “index.html” are:

<frame name="left_buffer" src="buffer.html" border=0 marginheight=O
marginwidth=O scrolling="no">
<frame name="main" src="home.php" border=0 marginheight=O
marginwidth=O>

<frame name="right_buffer" src="buffer.html" border=0 marginheight=O
marginwidth=O scrolling="no">
</frameset>

Here we see the <frame> tag, whose purpose is to specify the files that provide the
content for each frame. For example, the “src” (short for “source”) property in the first
and third <frame> tags point to a “buffer.html.” This document is merely a web page
with a black background. The second <frame> tag’s source, however, points to

“home.php”, which is the page that displays all the content seen in the two pictures above

(i.e. any graphics, the username and password fields, etc, etc...). The other properties in
the <frame> tags are of little importance here, so we shall move onto the next file:

“home.php.”

The Home Page: “home.php”

Like the other PHP documents for The Super User Database, “home.php” is actually

comprised of several different web pages that are displayed under certain conditions
tested by PHP statements. For The Super User Database, the decision of which page to
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display is dependent on a series of flags that are set as a user moves between sections.

This is the primary concept behind dynamic web pages and will be explained as we

examine each file. Because of the size of the “home.php” document, we shall only focus

on the PHP code and the HTML related to the base structure of the page, in order to
avoid filling this paper with excessive code examples. The first thing we must establish
in a PHP document is a connection to the MySQL server. This is the job of the following

code:

<?
$dbuser="testuser";
$dbpassword="testpassword" ;
$mysql_server="ebrimhal" ;
$link=mysql_connect($mysql_server,$dbuser,$dbpassword)
not connect to the MySQL server!");

The very first thing to notice is the HTML tag:

or die("Could

This tag indicates that any text

following it will be PHP code. A “?>” tag marks the end of a section of PHP code, from

which point we can expect more plain text and HTML tags. Variables in PHP are

indicated by a ‘$’ in front of a string of characters and or numbers. The first variable we
see is “dbuser” (short for Database User). It is initialized to the string, “testuser,” which

is one of the valid usernames created for accessing the MySQL server, “dbpassword”
(short for Database Password) is initialized to “testpassword,”, since this is the password

the MySQL server expects when “testuser” tries to log in. The third variable,
“mysqlserver,” is initialized to the name of the computer running the MySQL server: in
this case, the name is “ebrimhal.” Next we use our first function, “mysqlconnect,”

which takes three parameters: a server name, a username, and a password. Notice then
that “mysql connect” is passed the three variables declared previously: “mysql server”,

“dbuser,” and “dbpassword.” This function then attempts to connect to the server,
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“ebrimhal”, using “testuser” as a username, and “testpassword” as the password. In the

case that there is an error while connecting to the MySQL server, the code beginning with
“or die,” will halt further processing of the “home.php” document and display the error
message, “Could not connect to the MySQL server!” The final step in the connection

process is to set the results of the “mysql_connect” function equal to the variable, “link.”
This is done for convenience purposes. Note that this MySQL server connection routine

has been programmed into the beginning of each file associated with The Super User
Database. This process shall only be explained once, however, for the sake of time and
space. Now that a connection to the MySQL server has been established, it is necessary
to initialize several new variables:

$New_User = $_GET[New_User];
$Passed_UserID = $_GET[Passed_UserID] ;
$Really_Cancel_Account = $_GET[Really_Cancel_Account];
$New_Profile_Started = $_GET[New_Profile_Started];

The first variable, “New_User,” is a flag that is set when the “New User” button on the

Home page is clicked. This involves variable passing, which can be accomplished via a
protected system array called, “ GET.” This feature will be discussed shortly.
“PassedUserlD” is another variable that is initialized (via variable passing), but only
after a user has successfully logged into the system, as we will see later.

“ReallyCancelAccount” and “New Profile Started” are two other flags that are also

set through parameter passing. We will see where “Really_Cancel_Account” is used in a
later section. “New Profile Started” is set when a user attempts to submit information
for a new account. Its purpose is to keep the values of certain fields, rather than clearing
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them and having the user start from scratch in the event that there are missing fields when
the form is submitted. This feature will be demonstrated later.

Next, we test our first conditions:
if (!$_POST[login_submit] && ! $Passed_UserID &&
!$Really_Cancel_Account)
{
?>

Notice the use of exclamation marks in front of the variable names. These indicate a
“not,” i.e. “If (!True)” is the same as saying, “if it is not true.” Exclamation marks are

used in this manner throughout the files we will discuss. The If statement above checks

three things (in plain English): has the “Login” button not been clicked, is
“Passed UserlD” equal to zero, and is an account really not being canceled. If these

conditions test true, then we take some sort of action, i.e. do what is past the curly brace.
Notice now the “?>” end tag. This section of PHP code is complete, but it is important to
note that anything taking place from this point forward is still contained within the If

statement. We now see the first HTML code:

<htmlxheadxtitle>The Home Page</titlex/head>
cbody bgcolor="#000000" leftmargin=O topmargin=0 basefont="Times New
Roman">
ctable cellspacing=O cellpadding=O width=100% height=100%>
<tr>
<td width=140 background="images/navbg .gif" valign=top
align=center>
<table width=140 cellpadding=O cellspacing=O border=0>

Rather than explain the HTML code piece-by-piece, we will only examine the important

components. First, notice the <table> tag on the third line. This table is used to divide
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the center frame of the page into two sections: one side for the navigation bar, and the

other for displaying content. A thin gray border illustrates the two sections of this table:

Next, within the left section of the first table, a new table is created (outlined in gray) to
help better arrange the items on the navigation bar. This HTML table structure proved to

be effective and is consequently used throughout the remainder of pages comprising The

Super User Database'.
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The

Home Page

SUPER |
USER

Database

Welcome to the home page of The Super User Database. Tbs site
is currently hosted on Enn Bnmhali's personal computer. running
the Apache v 1.3.27 web server. PHP v 4 2.3 is being used to
communicate with she MySQL server, which is also running on
Enn's computer Tbs site has been built from the group up to
demonstrate the functionality and usability of MySQL database
structures within a web-based environment by using PHP object
oriented programming Please feel free to fry and break the
system, and be sure to report any problems by clicking below

Thank you and enjoy your stay!

RernSvF

This embedded table contains the makings for the username and password fields, as well
as their associated “Login” button:
<form action="home.php" method="POST"xbrxbr>
<bxfont color="#FFFFFF">USERNAME:c/fontx/bxbr>
cinput type="text" name="username" size=ll length=12
maxlength=12 xbrxbr>
cbxfont color="#FFFFFF">PASSWORD:</fontx/b>
cinput type="password" name="userpassword" size=ll
length=12 maxlength=12><brxbr>
cinput type="submit" name="submit" value="Login">
</form>

Inside the <form> tag we see a parameter, “action,” set to “home.php.” This means that

when the “Login” button is clicked, the action the form takes is to open the Home page
again, only this time there are values being passed. Whenever a form on a web page is

submitted or information is “posted,” the PHP system array, “_POST,” is given new
indices with the same labels as the names of the HTML <input> tags. For example, the
form above has an <input> tag with the name, “username.” So when this form is
submitted, the PHP variable “_POST[usemame],” will contain whatever text was in the

username field when the “Login” button was clicked. The same idea applies to the
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password field on the form. Below the HTML code for the login form we find the tags

for the “New User” button:

<tr>
<td width=140 align=center valign=middle colspan=3>
<a href="home.php?New_User=l"ximg src="images/new_user.gif"
border=Ox/ax/td>
</tr>

The important thing to notice here is the anchor tag (<a>), which surrounds a string of
text or a picture that is hyperlinked to an Internet location or file. The “href’ property
(short for “Hyperlink Reference”) points to the location and name of the file that clicking

on the “New User” image will lead to. “href’ equals “home.php?New_User=l.” This is

where we first see variable passing. When “New User” is clicked, the file “home.php” is
requested from the server and a variable called “New_User” is set to the number one and
then passed along with this request. Remember now the first bit of PHP code in
“home.php:” “New_User” was one of the flags retrieved from the system array. If
“home.php” is opened through clicking on the “New User” button, the “New User”

variable will equal one, which will have a direct effect on what part of The Super User

Database is displayed next, as we’re about to see.

Next we look at an embedded If statement:
<?

if ($New_User)

{

?>

If the “New User” button was clicked, the user will still see the navigation bar on the left,
as well as the form pictured below:
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An important point to make regarding this user signup form is the action taken when the

Submit button is clicked:

<form method="POST" action="home.php?New_Profile_Started=l">

Again, “home.php” is called, but this time the “New_Profile_Started” flag is set. The

purpose of this flag was explained earlier, but the point at which it makes a difference in
the loading of this document is yet to come.
<?
}
if (!$New_User && !$New_Profile_Started)
?>
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{

In the event that the “New User” button was not been pressed and a new profile was not

started, a short paragraph is display that explains the general overview of The Super User

Database.

The next piece of PHP code in this document checks if the submit button on the new user
account form has been clicked:

if ($_POST[submit_new_user])

{

If the button has been pressed (“_POST[submit_new_user] equals 1), then a series of
actions must take place. First, it must be ascertained whether the username entered for
the new account is already taken. The following code accomplishes this:

$Passed_User_Name = $_POST[new_user_name] ;
$user_name_not_available = 0;

We begin by establishing two variables: “PassedUserName,” which equals the
username entered by the user in the new account form, and “user_name_not_available,”
which is a flag we initialize to zero (false), i.e. the user name is available.
$existing_username_test_query = "Select * from users where username =
'$Passed_User_Name'";
$existing_username_result = mysql_query($existing_username_test_query ,
$link) or DIE("Could not test user name!");
$user_name_not_available = mysql_num_rows($existing_username_result) ;

Now we see the first MySQL query in this document. “existing_usemame_test_query” is
the text string that acts as a command to the MySQL server. It asks for all records from
the Users table where the “username” field is the same as the value of

“Passed_User_Name.” Now that the command exists, we must send it to the MySQL
sever. This is done using the “mysql_query” function. This function takes two
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parameters: a query string (in this case, “existing_usemame_test_query”), and a means
for connection to the server (“link”). Recall the value of “link” from a previous section.
Rather than redefining the server name, username, and password for the MySQL server

every time a query is executed, we simply define a variable that represents a valid link to
the server and use it for every query. We then set the results of this query equal to the

variable “existing_usemame_results.” The final step then is to check if the query returned
any records, i.e. the user entered a username that was already taken. We accomplish this
by using the PHP function, “mysql_num_rows,” which returns a number that we

promptly set “user_name_not_available” to. Because of this design,
“user_name_not_available” will only ever equal 0 (the user name is available) or 1 (the

user name is taken). If the username is unavailable an error message is displayed.
Otherwise, a new series of tests are made:
if (!$user_name_not_available) {
$new_user_id = 0;
$user_id_query = "SELECT userid from users";
$user_id_result = mysql_query($user_id_query, $link);
while ($user_id_array = mysql_fetch_array($user_id_result,
MYSQL_NUM)) {
if ($new_user_id < $user_id_array[0]) {
$new_user_id = $user_id_array[0];
}
}
++$new_user_id;

After asserting that the username was available, a new user ID number must be created
that acts as the unique identifier for the new record within the MySQL database. First,

“new_user_id” is initialized to zero. Then we create and execute a MySQL query that
fetches existing user ID’s from the Users table. Before explaining the next step, we must

discuss exactly how PHP treats records returned from the MySQL server. This is

accomplished by using the PHP function, “mysql_fetch_array.” This functions takes two

parameters: the results from a MySQL query (“user_id_result”), and a means for labeling
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the indices of the array. “MYSQL_NUM” labels the indices with numbers (0,1.. .N),
while “MYSQL_ASSOC” labels the indices of the array with the corresponding column

title in the MySQL table where the records are being fetched. When a result is returned

from the MySQL server to PHP using the “mysql_fetch_array” function, each field in a
record is placed in its own position in the array. The trick to this piece of code is the

contents of the While loop. The While loops used in the files for The Super User

Database are all used to deal with queries that return multiple records. Below is the
pseudocode pertaining to all data constructs of this type:

While (a record array can be assigned a new record result from a query)

Perform operations on the recordarray

End While Loop

It may help the reader to reference this and the Tips and Tricks section to better

understand the use of the While loop in future code examples.

Essentially what the While loop above says is, while “user id array” can still be set to a

new array of results from the MySQL server, perform the following actions. Whenever a
user ID is found, the If statement checks if “new user id” is less than the user ID

returned by the MySQL server, at which point the value of “new_user_id” is set equal to

it. Once the While loop has exhausted all the user IDs from the Users table,

“newuserid” will contain the largest of them. The last step involves incrementing (add
one) “new user id” to produce the next available value for a user ID.
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The Super User Database requires that new users enter in a value for all fields during the

signup process. Therefore, the next phase in account creation involves value checking.

$user_name = $_POST[new_user_name];
$password = $_POST[new_password];
$fname = $_POST[new_first_name];
$lname = $_POST[new_last_name];
$gender = $_POST[new_gender];
$age = $_POST[new_age];
$email = $_POST[new_email];
$comments = $_POST[new_comments];
$error_message = "This field is required!";

$missing_username =
$missing_password =
$missing_fname =
$missing_lname =
$missing_age =
$missing_email =
$missing_comments =
$is_missing_fields = 0;

Once the user has clicked the “Submit” button, new indices in the POST array are created

according to the names of the <input> tags that comprise the account creation form. We
start by creating the variables seen above and then assigning them to the values submitted
by the user (now contained within the POST array). A generic string called,

“error message,” is also created, followed by an error variable for each possible input
field on the account creation form. Each of these is initialized to an empty string. The
last variable, “is_missing_fields,” will act as a flag that is set when an empty field is

encountered. We are now prepared to test the user’s input:

if ($user_name

"") {
++$is_missing_fields;
$missing_username = $error_message;

}
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Each input variable is tested according to the format above. If the field is equal to the
empty string (“”), then “is_missing_fields” is incremented and the field’s specific error
message is set equal to the general-purpose error message established earlier (“This field
is required”).

if ($is_missing_fields == 0) {
$create_new_user_query = "INSERT INTO users VALUES('$new_user_id',
'$user_name', '$password', '$fname', '$lname', '$gender', '$age',
'$email', '$comments')";
mysql_query($create_new_user_query, $link) or DIE("Could not
create the new user!");

After each of the input variables has been tested, the value of “is missing fields” is

checked. Recall that the value of “is_missing_fields” is increased by one in the event of
a missing input field, otherwise its value is unchanged. Therefore, if “is missing fields”

equals zero, no fields were missing and we can continue with the creation of the user’s
account. Like previous MySQL commands, we begin by building a query. This time, an

“INSERT” command tells MySQL to create a new record in the Users table that contains
the values given by the user on the account creation form. An appropriate message marks
the end of this process.

Your user profile has
been successfully created!

In the event that fields were omitted during the signup process, “is_missing_fields” will
be greater than zero:

if ($is_missing_fields >= 1)

{
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If the statement above tests true (i.e. there were missing fields), the account signup form
is redisplayed, only this time with a few differences:
<font face=1 Times New Roman' color='#FFOOOO' size=4>User Name: <font
size=2 color="#FFFF00"><?echo $missing_username?x/fontxbrx/font>
cinput name="new_user_name" type=text length=12 maxlength=12 value="<?
echo $user_name?>" xfont face='Times New Roman' color='#FF0000'
size=2xbr>l-12 characters long. </fontxbrxbr>

Above is the HTML code for displaying the Username input field. Notice the first piece
of bolded text. The “<?” tag indicates the beginning of PHP code, in which the value of

“missingusemame” is displayed. Remember that “missing_usemame” is initialized to

an empty string, but is set to “This field is required” if the username field was left blank.
If the field was left blank and the “Submit” button was pressed, we will see the error

message next to the input field’s heading. Notice now the second string of bolded text.
Within the <input> tag we set the initial value of the field equal to whatever the user

submitted previously in the field (remember that “user_name” was set equal to the

_POST[usemame], i.e. the value of the username field when the user clicked the
“Submit” button). If for example the user had actually entered in a user name on the
form, but left out, say, their password, submitting the incomplete application will
redisplay the form with error messages next to the missing fields, and any correctly

submitted values will be carried over so the user need not reenter them. Below are some
images to demonstrate this feature:
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Before submitting an incomplete application
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After submitting an incomplete application
This marks the end of the routine occurring when:

if (! $_POST [submit] && !$Passed_UserID && !$Really_Cancel_Account)

That is, when the Login button has not been pressed, and the user is not already logged

in, and the user is not really trying to cancel their account.

The next condition we test for involves a login attempt:
if ($_POST[submit] )

The PHP system array, “_POST,” will contain an index called “submit” equal to one, but
only when the “Login” button (which is actually named “submit;” “Login” is only its
label) has been clicked. The general purpose of the ensuing code is to check whether or
not the username and password provided by the user exactly match any of the entries
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currently in the database. If a match is found, the user is logged into The Super User

Database, otherwise they receive a message informing them that their login credentials
are incorrect. We start by setting two new variables: “Submitted_Usemame,” which is

set to the value of the “username” form input field on the login form after the user has
clicked the “Login” button, and “SubmittedPassword,” which is set to the value of the
“userpassword” form input field on the login form after the user has clicked the “Login”

button.

$Submitted_Username = $_POST[username];
$Submitted_Password = $_POST[userpassword] ;

Next, a query is executed that searches the “Users” table in the MySQL database for a
matching combo of username and password that are the same as the ones given at the

login screen. Notice that additional fields that are being selected: userid, username,

userpassword, fhame, and lname. These will be needed later.
$Find_User_Query = mysql_query("SELECT userid, username, userpassword,
fname, lname FROM users WHERE username = '$Submitted_Username' AND
userpassword = '$Submitted_Password'", $link) or die("Bad Query");

The results of the query are then “fetched” into an array (as described earlier).
$user_arrayl=mysql_fetch_array($Find_User_Query,MYSQL_NUM) ;

Since the first data column being selected by the query is “userid,” it will also be the
initial or 0th index in the fetch array, “userarrayl.” Thus, “MyUserlD” is set to the value

of this position in the array.
$MyUserID = $user_arrayl[0] ;

Next, the number of records returned by the database query is checked; the result is
assigned to the “numrows” variable. If “num_rows” is equal to zero, i.e. the query
returned no records indicating that one or both the username and password provided by
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the user were not in the database, then a message is displayed to inform the user of this
error.
$num_rows = mysql_num_rows($Find_User_Query);
if (!$num_rows)

Incorrect Username or Password!

else
{
$fname = $user_arrayl[3];
$lname = $user_arrayl[4];

Otherwise (“else”), the username and password found matches in the database and the
user could successfully login. In order to customize their home page, we assign the
user’s first and last name to variables that are then displayed at certain positions:

The

■J
USER

Welcome
**Erin Brimhall**

Database
Welcome:
Erin
Brimhall

I****1?!

The next condition we check for is if the user is returning to their home page from a

different section of The Super User Database'.
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if ($Passed_UserID && !$Really_Cancel_Account)

{

$user_info_query = "Select fname, lname from users where
userid=$Passed_UserID";
$user_info_results = mysql_query($user_info_query, $link) or
die("Bad User Query");
$user_arrayl = mysql_fetch_array($user_info_results, MYSQL_NUM);

The If statement asks if the system has a valid User ID, and that an account is not being
canceled. It’s important to remember that “Passed_UserID” will only have a value if the
user successfully logged in at an earlier time. If these conditions test true, a screen like
the one above is displayed.

Finally, we come to the last condition test within “home.php:”
if ($Really_Cancel_Account)

{

The reader may have noticed that “ReallyCancelAccount” is never given an explicit
value in this document. It is set equal to an index in the “ GET” system array, which is

given values via passed variables, but none of the links or “form actions” in this file ever
*
pass a value for “ReallyCancelAccount.” The “home.php” file is actually called in

“edit.php” where “Really Cancel Account” is also passed with a value of 1. For now we
will examine what occurs when a user chooses to cancel their account, temporarily

ignoring where the flag is actually set, which calls for this action.

First, we must discuss how records linked between multiple tables are deleted from

MySQL. Recall the table structure for The Super User Database: the “phone” table

references an ID number from the “address” table, which references an ID number from
the “users” table. In order for a record to be deleted, it is necessary that none of its fields

be referenced by another record. In the case of The Super User Database, all phone
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numbers, addresses, and user information is deleted when a user cancels their account.

As a result, the deletion process takes special consideration in terms of the constraints
mentioned above. For example, we could not first delete the user’s record in the “users”

table, since the “userid” field is being referenced by the “address” table. Similarly, we

could not first delete the “address” table records related to the user, since the “phone”
table references the “address” table’s “addressid” field. Therefore, phone entries must be
deleted first, as they are not being referenced by another table. Next, the address records

may be deleted since they are no longer being referenced by “phone” table records. Once
all associated address records are gone, the appropriate “user” table data may be erased.

This first part of this process is accomplished by the following commands:
$select_user_addresses = "SELECT addressid from address where
address.userid=$Passed_UserID";
$user_address_results = mysql_query($select_user_addresses, $link);

Remember that phone numbers exist on a per-address basis, so they must be deleted in

the same fashion. We therefore begin by creating and executing a query that selects all

address records that are linked to the ID number of the user who is canceling their

account.
while ($address_array = mysql_fetch_array($user_address_results ,
MYSQL_NUM)) {
$addressid = $address_array[0];
$delete_phones_query = "DELETE FROM phone where phone.addressid =
$addressid";
mysql_query($delete_phones_query, $link);

Next, a While loop is executed as long as the database query is returning individual
records from the “address” table. This While loop is useful in that every time it
successfully executes, a PHP fetch array variable (“address_array”) is set equal to the

results of the query. When a record is fetched, the “addressid” variable is set equal to the
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“addressid” of the record that was fetched into the “addressarray.” Now a new query is

created right inside the While loop: “delete_phone_query.” This query deletes phone
records based on the value of the “addressid” that was retrieved from the database. This

process is repeated until the query runs out of records from the “address” table that match
the “userid” of the user whose account is being canceled. In terms of MySQL

programming, this While loop essentially acts as an implicit cursor for fetching records.
With all phone records successfully deleted, the routine moves on to deleting address

records, as well as the record in the “users” table:
$delete_user_account_addresses_query = "DELETE FROM address WHERE
address.userid=$Passed_UserID" ;
$delete_user_account_query = "DELETE FROM users WHERE users.userid =
$Passed_UserID";

mysql_query($delete_user_account_addresses_query, $link) or DIE("Could
not delete addresses!");

mysql_query($delete_user_account_query, $link) or DIE("Could not delete
user!");

First, two queries are created. The first says, “Delete all address records where the

‘userid’ in the ‘address’ table is equal to the ‘userid’ of the user canceling their account.”

The second query states, “Delete the ‘users’ table record where ‘userid’ is equal to the
‘userid’ of the person canceling their account.” After their declaration, it is only a matter

of executing the queries to complete the account cancellation. An appropriate message is
displayed, informing the user of their changes:
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The features of the Home Page were chosen to give the reader a basic idea of what they

could expect from an initial system interface. Individual login is an obvious necessity for
a system involving multiple users, and independent account creation presents a clear

sense of convenience for both user and the system administrator. The ability to enforce
field constraints is also touched on here. The gender field, for example, only allows for
three selections (which is useful for searching The Super User Database, as we will see

later). The constraints of other fields are based on length rather than content. The
structure of the database tables must be reciprocated within the HTML structure as well.

For example, the “username” input on the “New User” form was explicitly made to allow
for no more than twelve characters, since the “users” table also expects no more than this.
Errors arise if too many characters are sent to the server for insertion, so the design

transition from MySQL to HTML must be consistent. The next file we examine will

illustrate the powerful search capabilities of MySQL and PHP, as well as more of the

formatting options provided by HTML.

The Search Page: “search.php”

Once a user has successfully logged into The Super User Database, a list of options

appear on the navigation bar to the left. We will begin with examining the mechanics
behind the “search.php” file. This file serves to demonstrate the potential for data

traversal type applications within open-source-language-based systems. It is often

necessary for users and administrators to comb through a database in order to view, alter,
and change information, so adding a search engine to The Super User Database was an
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obvious choice. We will see that PHP possesses the power and functionality for such

searches, in terms of the ability to retrieve the correct information, test it against various

constraints, make decisions based on results, and, along with HTML, present the
information in a fashion that is logical, effective, and easy to read and look at. The

interface of the search engine involves a form with an input field for the first and last
name, age, gender, and e-mail address:

Welcome to the Search Page!

Enter data into any of the following fields and then click the Search
button to begin!

The key to the search engine is that users may enter a value for one, or all five of the

fields, depending on the specificity of the search. For example, a user may only wish to
find the males subscribed to the database, or perhaps they are looking for a twenty-five

year-old male named “Jack.” The way the search query is dynamically constructed allows
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for a wide variety of search combinations, as we shall see. Like on the Home Page, a

connection to the MySQL server is established via PHP:

$dbuser="testuser" ;
$dbpassword="testpassword";
$mysql_server="ebrimhal";
$link=mysql_connect($mysql_server,$dbuser,$dbpassword) or die("Could
not connect!");
mysql_select_db ("testing") or die("Could not select database");

Next, a number of variables are initialized:

$Passed_UserID = $_GET[Passed_UserID];
$Search_UserID = $_GET[Search_UserID];
$Display_Addresses = $_GET[Display_Addresses];
$Display_Comments = $_GET[Display_Comments];

“Passed_UserID” is the ID number of the user who is logged into the system. It is
needed for preparing content on the Home and Edit pages. The “SearchUserlD” is the

ID number of a user brought up during a search. It is needed for displaying a user’s

comments and addresses, as we will see later. “DisplayAddresses” and
“DisplayComments” are both content flags that are set when the user clicks on certain

dynamic links. These variables will be explained shortly. Next is a long string of HTML

code that displays the navigation bar and Search Page title. Notice that no conditions
have been tested yet; this way, the navigation bar is always displayed, and the code need

only appear in one location in the document, instead of after each //"statement. After this,
the first variables are tested:

if (!$_POST[search_submit] && ! $Display_Addresses &&
!$Display_Comments)
{
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Basically, if the user has not clicked the “Search” button, addresses are not being
displayed, and comments are not being displayed, the user will simply see the initial
search screen, i.e. the empty fields and the search button. This can be thought of as the

default screen for the Search page. Though most of the HTML code for this part of the
search engine is fairly standard, there are some interesting points to make concerning the
“Gender” field:

Gender:
cSELECT
<option
coption
<option
<option
coption

<br>
name ="gender">
value="">
value="Male">Male
value="Male_and_Pref">Male+Prefer not to say
value="Female">Female
value="Female and Pref">Female+Prefer not to

say

coption value="Prefer not to say">Prefer not to say
c/select>

Unlike before, where form fields were created using an <input> tag, here we see a
<select> tag, which creates a drop-down menu of predetermined options. This is
necessary since the gender of a user can have only three values: Male, Female, or, in the

case that the user wishes to retain sexual anonymity, “Prefer not to say.” Now notice the
<option> tags: each of these represents a selectable choice on the drop-down menu.

Rather that only giving the user three choices, they are given six. They may select a
blank (“”), indicating that gender is not a parameter in their search, or some combination

of gender and “Prefer not to say.” If the user is not sure whether the person they want to

search for entered their gender or not, they can choose this sort of option. Either way, the
search will not miss the person(s) they are looking for. Finally, notice the “value”

parameters of the <option> tags. The “value” is the name of the option, so to speak, that
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is passed in the “_POST” array when the form is submitted. These names are important

as we shall see in the query-building function.

Next, we ascertain if the “Search” button has been clicked:

if ($_POST[search_submit] )
{

If it has, we must go about determining which fields were entered (if any), and how to
create a MySQL database query to find any appropriate records. A good way of doing

this is by creating a function that performs the operations for us. Below is the

declaration:

function user_query_build($fname_input, $lname_input2, $gender_input3,
$age_input4, $email_input5){

First the function is declared in general terms. The code above reads, “Create a function

called ‘userquerybuild’ that takes five parameters.” Next we examine the details of the
function, in terms of the operations it conducts, and the value it returns:

$argument_counter=0;
$user_query_string = "SELECT users.userid, fname, lname, gender, age,
email, comments from users WHERE

Next we declare two variables. The first is “argumentcounter,” which is incremented
for every non-blank search parameter the user entered. The importance of this variable

will be illustrated shortly, “user query string” is the second variable. This is the value
that this function will eventually return, but more arguments must be appended onto the
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end of it first in order for the query to be legal with regards to MySQL. Now we must

determine which of the function inputs are blank and which are not:

if ($fname_inputl != ""){
$user_query_string = "$user_query_string users.fname LIKE
'$fname_inputl%'
++$argument_counter;
}
if ($lname_input2 != ""){
if ($argument_counter!=0){
$user_query_string = "$user_query_string AND users.lname LIKE
'$lname_input2%'
}
else {
$user_query_string = "$user_query_string users.lname LIKE
'$lname_input2%'
++$argument_counter;
}
}

First, we consider if “fname_input” is not blank (“”), i.e. the user entered a value in the

“First Name” search field. If a value was given for the first name, then the
“user_query_string” is updated to include this fact. For example, if the user had entered

“John” as the first name, “user_query_string” would now read, “SELECT users.userid,
fname, lname, gender, age, email, comments from users WHERE users.fname LIKE

‘John%’ .” Notice that instead of checking for first names in the “users” table that exactly

match the name, “John,” we look for user names that are “LIKE” it. The detailed

workings of the “LIKE” operator within a MySQL query are unimportant, but it should
be noted that it allows MySQL to return records even if the search parameter is not an

exact match to the respective field in the table. The next item to notice is the “%” at the
end of “’fnameinpuf.” The percent sign acts as a kind of “wildcard” in a MySQL query.

It basically says that a table field starting with “inputl” will be considered a match,
regardless of any characters occurring afterwards. For example, if we searched for users
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with the first name of “John,” MySQL would return users named “Johnny” since the first

part of this name contains “John.” Similarly, we could simply search for “J” and the
query would return all users whose first names started with this letter. Now back to the
code. So if “fname_input” was not blank, we append “user_query_string” to include it as

a search parameter, and we also increment “argument counter.” The purpose of this

variable is to make sure that “user_query_string” follows the legal format for a MySQL
query. This is explained as we look at the next If statement. If “lname_input” is not

blank, i.e. the user entered in a search value for the last name, we ask if the argument
counter has been incremented (i.e. it is not equal to zero, indicating that the

“user_query_string” already has one constraint appended to it). If this is the case, we
append this next argument onto the query in a different way than if it had been the first.

In order for multiple constraining parameters to be included in a MySQL query, they

must be separated by an “AND” or an “OR.” For example, “Select firstname from users

where first name = ‘John’ OR first name = ‘Pat’.” Therefore, if “lnameinput” is not the
first argument appended to “user_query_string,” it will require an “AND” in front of it.

Otherwise (else), the condition check for “lname_input” can be added to the query
without the “AND.” These same considerations are taken for the age and e-mail inputs,

but the gender input requires some different checking:

if ($gender_input != ""){
if ($argument_counter!=0){
if ($gender_input == "Male" || $gender_input == "Female"
$gender_input == "Prefer not to say") {
$user_query_string = "$user_query_string AND
users.gender LIKE '$gender_input%'
}
if ($gender_input == "Male_and_Pref") {
$user_query_string = "$user_query_string AND
users.gender='Male' OR users.gender='Prefer not to say' ";

if ($gender_input == "Female_and_Pref")
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{

||

$user_query_string = "$user_query_string AND
users.gender='Female' OR users.gender='Prefer not to say'
}
}

Like before, we check if the gender field contained a value when the search form was
submitted. If it is not blank, we check if gender is not the first query search parameter,
i.e. “argument_counter” is greater than zero. Next, we check to see if gender

(“genderinput”) was not one of the combination search choices, i.e. “Male and Prefer
not to say” or “Female and Prefer not to say.” If it is a single gender option,
“gender input” may be directly appended onto “user_query_string.” Otherwise, we check

to see which combination was selected. If the drop-down menu option whose “value” or

name was “Male_and_pref,” we know the user wants to search for other users who either
have “Male” or “Prefer not to say” as their gender. Therefore, two conditions are
appended onto “user_query_string:” one that checks for genders equal to “Male,” and

another that checks for genders equal to “Prefer not to say.” Notice the use of an “OR”
between these two parameters; the search will return records where either one of these

gender options match. The same value checking is also done for “Female_and_pref,” i.e.
“Female and Prefer not to say.” In the case that gender (“gender input”) is the first
parameter to be appended to “user_query_string,” i.e. “argument_counter” equals zero,

the PHP code is essentially the same, only with the absence of the “AND” statements
between the existing content of “user_query_string” and “gender input.”

Once the inputs have all been checked, “user_query_string” will contain a valid MySQL
query that is capable of returning values (depending of course on the actual records in the
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“users” table). But what if the user clicked the “Search” button without entering in

search parameters? The following bit of code accounts for this possibility:

if ($argument_counter == 0) {
$user_query_string = "";
}
return $user_query_string;
}

Recall that “argument_counter” starts as zero, and is incremented whenever an input is
not blank. Therefore, if “argument_counter” is still zero by the time all inputs have been

checked, the user submitted an empty search request, so “user_query_string” is set to a

blank string. We will see the reason for this later. Otherwise, the function returns the
now complete MySQL query. This marks the end of the “user_query_build” function.

We can now proceed with what occurs after the user has clicked the “Search” button on
the search page:

$user_query_fname = $_POST[fname];
$user_query_lname = $_POST[lname];
$user_query_gender = $_POST[gender];

$user_query_age = $_P0ST[age];
$user_query_email = $_POST[email];

$user_query =
user_query_build($user_query_fname,$user_query_lname,$user_query_gender
,$user_query_age,$user_query_email) ;

As always, several variables must be set before any searching may begin. We begin by
assigning the values given by the user on the Search form. Recall that when an HTML
form is submitted, the values are stored in the PHP system array, “ POST.” This array
provides the reference values for the variable initialization. Notice the last variable
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above: “user_query.” This is where the function that was declared earlier is invoked.
Essentially what happens is that “userquery” is assigned the value returned by the

“user_query_build” function when it is passed the inputs given by the user on the Search

page. Assuming the user entered valid search parameters, “user_query” will now contain
a legitimate MySQL search query that is available for execution. But what if the user did
not enter any search parameters before they clicked the “Search” button? The following

code accounts for this possibility:

if ($user_query != "") {
$search_query_results = mysql_query($user_query,$link) or
die("Bad Search Query");

$num_rows = mysql_num_rows($search_query);
if ($num_rows)

{

Remember from the “userquerybuild” function declaration that if “argument counter”

is zero at the end, then all search fields were blank and the string the function returns is

set to blank

Therefore, the above //"statement asks if “user query” is not equal to a

blank string before any database searches are conducted. If “user query” contains a valid
search query, it is executed and the results (if any) are set equal to
“search_query_results.” Next, the number of records returned by the search is determined

using the “mysql num rows” function. The result is stored in “numrows.” The last If

statement asks, “was one or more records returned?” In the event that the user’s search
generated results, then they are displayed via the following code:

while ($search_result_array = mysql_fetch_array($search_query_results ,
MYSQL_NUM))
{
$userid = $search_result_array[0];
$fname = $search_result_array[1];
$lname = $search_result_array[2];
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$gender = $search_result_array [3];
$age = $search_result_array[4];
$email = $search_result_array[5];
$comment = $search_result_array[6];

Recall the use of the While loop in previous sections. Here, again, it acts similarly. As
long as there is a different record to fetch into the array, “searchresultsarray,” do the

following. Looking back at the “user_query_build” function, we can remember that the
query created there will select a user’s ID number, first name, last name, gender, age, e-

mail, and their comments field. These are the only fields of interest to the user

conducting the search (they certainly have no business knowing other people’s system

usernames or passwords). So for every record returned by the search, it is fetched into an
array, followed by the variables above being set to values stored at specific indices. Now

the information may be formatted and displayed:

echo "ctrxtd width=100x/tdxtd width=300 valign=middle
align=leftxfont face='Times New Roman' size=3 color=1#FF0000'>First
Name: $fname<br>Last Name: $lname<br>Gender: $gender<br>Age: $age<br>Email: $email</fontxbrx/td>
<td width=300 valign=middle align=leftxfont
face='Times New Roman' size=3 color='#FF0000'>";

Rather than explain piece-by-piece this section of HTML/PHP code, it will suffice to say
that for each record returned by the search query, its contents will be displayed in a

separate HTML table row data member. Each record is also potentially accompanied by
two buttons, as we shall see next:

$associated_addresses_query = "SELECT addressid, address, city, state,
zipcode from address where address.userid = $userid";
$addresses_results =
mysql_query($associated_addresses_query, $link) or DIE("Could not fetch
addresses!");
$user_has_address = mysql_num_rows($addresses_results);
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if ($user_has_address) {
echo "<a
href=1 search.php?Passed_UserID=$Passed_UserID&Search_UserID=$userid&Dis
play_Addresses = l'ximg src='images/display_addresses.gif 1
border=Ox/axbrxa
href='search.php?Passed_UserID=$Passed_UserID&Search_UserID=$userid&Dis
play_Comments=l'ximg src='images/display_comments.gif'
border=Ox/ax/fontx/tdxtd width=100></tdx/tr>" ;
}
else {

echo "<font face='Times New Roman' color='#FF0000'
size=3xa
href='search.php?Passed_UserID=$Passed_UserID&Search_UserID=$userid&Dis
play_Comments=l'ximg src='images/display_comments.gif'
border=Ox/axbr>No addresses available<br>for this userc/fontx/tdxtd
width=100x/tdx/tr>" ;
}

For each user that is found during a search, a separate query is created that fetches all

their addresses from the database. If no address records are found, the “Display
Addresses” button will not appear. Otherwise, this button is displayed. It links to a

separate page for presenting a particular user’s addresses. In order to do this, however,

the button link must pass that user’s ID number. This way, the MySQL server will have
a basis for fetching address records, i.e. those that are associated with a particular user’s

ID number. The reason that displaying addresses is handled in this fashion is because
each user record might have many addresses, so formatting them effectively would

become difficult without presenting them on a separate page on a per-user-record basis.

A second button called, “Display Comments,” appears to the right of each user record

found during a search. The “Display Comments” button functions like the “Display
Addresses” button in that it links to a separate page where it draws a piece of content that

could potentially be too large to display next to each search result. The link for this

button passes the particular user’s ID number from the database, so that the system will
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know which record to pull the comments from when it goes to display them on the new

page. Since a user’s comments may be up to 250 characters long, this approach was

chosen for formatting reasons.

Below is an example of search engine results:

The routines conducted when the “Search” button has been clicked are finished with:

}
else
{

echo "<trxtd width=600 colspan=3 valign=top align=centerxfont
face='Times New Roman' size=4 color='#FF0000'>Your search generated 0
results! </fontx/tdx/tr>
<trxtd width=600 colspan=3 valign=middle align=centerxfont
face='Times New Roman' size=5 color='#FF0000'><a
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href='search.php?Passed_UserID=$Passed_UserID '>Try
Again</a></fontx/tdx/trx/table></tdx/trx/tablex/bodyx/html>" ;
}
}
else {

echo "ctrxtd width=600 colspan=3 valign=top align=centerxfont
face='Times New Roman' size=4 color='#FF0000'>You didn't enter any
parameters for your search. </fontx/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd width=600 colspan=3 valign=middle align=centerxfont
face='Times New Roman' size=5 color='#FF0000'xa
href='search.php?Passed_UserID=$Passed_UserID '>Try
Againc/ax/fontx/tdx/trx/tablex/tdx/trx/tablex/bodyx/html>" ;
}
}

The first “else” belongs to the //’statement that asked, “Did the search return any

records?” In the event that the search yields zero results, the user is told so:

The second “else” belongs to the If statement that asked, “Is the search query generated
by the user’s parameters not blank?” The “else” tests true if the search query was blank,

and the user receives the following message:
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The next condition we test for in “search.php” is whether the “Display_Addresses” flag

has been set:

if ($Display_Addresses)

{

$address_query = "SELECT addressid, address, city, state, zipcode from
address where address.userid = $Search_UserID";
$address_query_results = mysql_query($address_query, $link);
$user_name_query = "SELECT fname, lname from users where userid =
$Search_UserID";
$user_name_results = mysql_query($user_name_query, $link);
$user_name_array = mysql_fetch_array($user_name_results,
MYSQL_NUM);

$fname = $user_name_array[0];
$lname = $user_name_array[1];

When this //’statement tests true, it indicates that a user has asked that the addresses
related to a certain user record be displayed. In order to display the addresses, the

information must first be fetched from the MySQL database, “address query” pulls all
pertinent fields from the “address” table based on the value of “Search UserlD.” Recall
that the value of this variable is based on the user record that the searcher wishes to know

more about (i.e. what the user’s addresses are). The “usernamequery” is used
specifically for finding the first and last name of the user whose record is being

examined, “fhame” and “lname” are displayed at the top of the page as a friendly
reminder to the user so they know whose addresses they are looking at:
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Like before when initial search results were displayed, addresses must also be displayed

on a record-by-record basis. So again, a While loop must be employed that displays each
record as it is fetched from the database. The following code starts this process:

while ($address_array = mysql_fetch_array($address_query_results,
MYSQL_NUM)) {

$addressid = $address_array[0];
$address = $address_array[1];
$city = $address_array[2];
$state = $address_array[3];
$zipcode = $address_array[4];

The While loop above will execute every time a different address record is returned by
the query defined earlier. For every record, its “addressid,” “address,” “city,” “state,”
and “zipcode” are all fetched into an array and then stored in separate variables (see
above). Now phone numbers are considered for the first time. The way that the MySQL
tables are designed, phone numbers exist on a per-address basis. Therefore, phone

numbers must be displayed along with each address record:

$related_phone_query = "SELECT phonenum, phone_desc from phone where
phone.addressid=$addressid";
$phone_results = mysql_query($related_j>hone_query, $link);

Another query is created that selects all phone numbers and their descriptions related to

the current address record. Before any phone numbers are dealt with, however, the

address record is displayed in its own HTML table row data member:
echo "<trxtd width=100x/tdxtd width=200 valign=top align=leftxfont
face='Times New Roman' size=3 color='#FF0000'>Street: $address<br>City:
$city<br>State: $state<br>Zipcode: $zipcode</fontxbrx/td>
<td width=200 valign=top align=lef txfont face=' Times New
Roman1 size=3 color='#FF0000'xul>";
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Notice the use of the “echo” function used to display a piece of HTML. Even though this

section of the “search.php” document is still considered PHP code, HTML may be used,

though at this point in processing, it is simply treated as a string of characters rather than
actual code. Now that the details of the address have been displayed, we can worry about
any related phone numbers:

while ($phone_array = mysql_fetch_array($phone_resuits, MYSQL_NUM))
$phone_number = $phone_array[0];
if ($phone_array[1] != "") {
$phone_desc = " - $phone_array[1]";
}
else {
$phone_desc =
}

{

echo "<li>$phone_number $phone desc</li>";

}

The While loop above says, “As long as the database is returning phone records based on
the ‘phoneresults’ query, do this.” If there are associated phone records, the phone
number and description are stored in variables. Since it is possible for a phone number to

not have a description, an If statement asks if the value of the “phone_desc” table field is
not blank. If there is a description, it is given special formatting (some space and a

hyphen), otherwise just the phone number itself will be displayed:

if (!mysql_num_rows($phone_results)) {
echo "No numbers listed";
}

In the case that an address record did not have any phone numbers associated with it (a

fact determined by the If statement above), a “No numbers listed” message is given.

Below is an example of the “DisplayAddresses” flag at work:
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The final condition tested for in “search.php” is whether the user performing the search

has clicked on the “Display Comments” button that accompanies each of the user records
returned in a search. The first bit of code for this routine is as follows:

if ($Display_Comments)

{

$user_name_query = "SELECT fname, lname, comments from users
where userid=$Search_UserID";
$user_name_results = mysql_query($user_name_query, $link);
$user_name_array = mysql_fetch_array($user_name_results,
MYSQL_NUM);

$fname = $user_name_array[0];
$lname = $user_name_array[1];
$comments = $user_name_array[2];

When the “Display_Comments” flag is active, the routine that ensues is similar at first to

the “Display Addresses” routine, in that the first and last name associated with a

particular record are assigned to variables. The query that generates these two values will
use the record with the same “userid” as the number stored in “Search UserlD.” Unlike
the “user name query” from the “Display_Addresses” routine, however, the “comments”
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field is also retrieved. Now we have all the information we need to say whose record is

being dealt with, and what the “comments” for the record are. Below is an example of
the “Display Comments” routine:

Erin Brimhall's Comments:

With the notion of data retrieval in mind, we can start to look at ways of creating new

records, fetching this information, altering it, and eventually saving the changes. This

leads us to “edit.php,” the last and most complex of the files comprising The Super User

Database. The routines contained within will broaden and expand upon the previous

examples of data creation, alteration, and deletion. Though this road is long, the journey
will be well worth it.

The Edit Page: “editphp”

Upon creation of an account for The Super User Database, the user will have the ability

to alter their personal information (name, age, e-mail, etc) as needed, as well as the

option to create, edit, and delete address records and the phone numbers that go with
each. The process of account cancellation is also handled in “edit.php.” Like the PHP
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files before it, “edit.php” begins with the initialization of various flags that regulate

which parts of the document are to be executed:

$Passed_UserID = $_GET[Passed_UserID];
$Passed_AddressID = $_GET[Passed_AddressID];
$Passed_PhoneID = $_GET[Passed_PhoneID];
$New_Address = $_GET[New_Address];
$New_Phone_Number = $_GET[New_Phone_Number] ;
$Edit_Address = $_GET[Edit_Address];
$Edit_Phone = $_GET[Edit_Phone];
$Delete_Address = $_GET[Delete_Address] ;
$Delete_Phone = $_GET[Delete_PhoneJ ;
$Cancel_Account = $_GET[Cancel_Account];
$Really_Cancel_Account = $_GET[Really_Cancel_Account] ;

“PassedUserlD” is a reoccurring variable in all the files examined thus far, and is

required in order for the system to “know” which pages to display and what sort of
dynamic content appears on them. If not equal to zero, it contains the specific numeric

identifier for a certain user from the MySQL database. “PassedAddressID” stores the

identification number for a particular address record, and is necessary for all operations

on an address. “PassedPhonelD” contains the ID of a certain phone number record, and

is required for creating, altering, and deleting a phone record. “NewAddress” is a flag

set when the user clicks the “Create New Address” button. The “New_Phone_Number”
flag is set when the user has clicked the “Add New Phone Number” button. The new

phone number form is displayed as a result. “EditAddress” is another flag, which is set
when the user clicks the “Edit Address/Phone Info” button. It informs the system that the
user wishes to manage their addresses and phone numbers. Similarly, the “EditPhone”

flag is a signal to the system that the user wishes to edit a particular phone number. The

“Delete_Address” and “DeletePhone” flags are set when the user has chosen to erase a
particular address or phone record. Finally, “CancelAccounf ’ and
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“Really_Cancel_Account” are two flags that are set during the account deletion process;

they will be explained later. Once these flags are set, the user’s information is retrieved
from the database and initialized to appropriate variables:

$user_info_query = mysql_query("Select users.userid, users.username,
users.fname, users.lname, users.gender, users.age, users.email,
users.comments from users where users.userid='$_GET[Passed_UserID],
$link) or DIE("Bad User Query!");
$num_user_rows = mysql_num_rows($user_info_query);
if (!$num_user_rows){
$notice = "Unable to retrieve user information!";
}
$user_array = mysql_fetch_array($user_info_query, MYSQL_NUM);
$fname = $user_array[2];
$lname = $user_array [3] ,$gender = $user_array[4];
$age = $user_array[5];
$email = $user_array[6];
$comments = $user_array[7];

As seen in the past, a query is created (“userinfoquery”) that selects a user record from

the database where the record’s “userid” is equal to “Passed_UserID.” The results are
then “fetched” into an array, and variables (“fhame,” “lname,” etc, etc) are assigned
values from appropriate indices in the array. Next, special considerations must be taken

for the “gender” field that is about to be displayed:

if ($gender == "Male") {
$gender_optionl = "Female";
$gender_option2 = "Prefer not to say";
if ($gender == "Female") {
$gender_optionl = "Male";
$gender_option2 = "Prefer not to say";

if ($gender == "Prefer not to say")
$gender_optionl = "Male";
$gender_option2 = "Female";
}
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{

When the user first enters the Edit page, a form is displayed with fields for the user’s first

name, last name, age, gender, e-mail, and comments. This form’s fields are initialized to

the values given by the user when they first created their account. The user is free to alter
these fields as needed, but the code above is needed in order for the “gender” input’s

initial value and drop-down menu to display correctly. The If statements above ensure
that if the initial value of the “gender” field is “Male,” then the two remaining options on

the drop-down menu will be “Female” and “Prefer not to say.” Similarly, if the user
currently has “Female” selected, the “gender” menu will have “Male” and “Prefer not to

say” as the remaining choices. This same thinking also applies if the user chose “Prefer
not to say” as their gender. The use of these menu options will be illustrated later. With
variables initialized and the navigation bar displayed (the HTML code for this is not

shown here), the document tests the first set of conditions:

if (!$_POST[save_submit] && ! $Edit_Address && !$New_Address &&
!$Delete_Address && !$Edit_Phone && !$New_Phone_Number &&
!$_POST[submit_new_jphone] && !$_POST[update_phone_number] &&
!$_POST[address_update_button] && !$Cancel Account)
{

If the user has not clicked the profile “Save” button, the “Submit” button on the new

phone number form, the “Update” button on the phone number form, or the “Update”
button on the address form, the user’s information profile will be displayed for editing.

In order for this interface to be displayed, it is also necessary that the user has not asked
to edit an address, create or delete an address, edit or create a new phone number, or
cancel their account. Essentially what this If statement asks is whether the user has done

anything on the Edit interface before requesting the “edit.php” file. Once the conditions
above test true, the user’s profile editor is displayed as a form:
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Welcome to your Personal Profile!

Enter new values into the following fields and hit the Save
button to update your profile!

This form is created using fairly standard HTML, though it is important to note that its
fields have been initialized to contents of PHP variables, which is certainly not common

practice. This requires imbedding PHP code directly inside (and out) of the HTML tags,
which is much easier than it might sound. Below is an example of how the “First Name”
field is given its value:
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cinput type="text" name="fname" size=15 maxlength=15 length=15
value="<? echo "$fname";?>">

The “name” parameter of the <input> tag indicates which field it relates to: “fname” is of

course, short for “First Name.” Notice now, the “value” parameter inside the tag. Inside
the quotation marks is a small piece of PHP code (denoted by the “<?” tag) that simply

displays (“echo”) the contents of the “fname” variable, which you may recall was
initialized by a query earlier in this document. So, while the “value” parameter may

appear to contain a chunk of PHP code, after “edit.php” has been compiled by the

Apache server, “value” will equal a character string, which, in this case, is “Erin.” The
next important form aspect we look at concerns the “gender” field:

cSELECT name="gender">
coption value="<? echo "$gender";?>"><? echo $gender?>
coption value="c? echo "$gender_optionl";?>"><? echo
$gender_optionl?>
coption value="<? echo "$gender_option2";?>"><? echo
$gender_option2 ? >
</select>

Recall near the beginning of the “edit.php” document that “gender_optionl” and
“gender_option2” were set to whatever values had not been chosen by the user as their

gender. Now at this point, as the profile editor form is being created, the initial value of

the “gender” field will be the value contained in the user’s record. The drop-down menu

will contain the only other choices. The code above accomplishes this task with the help
of imbedded PHP code inside the <option> tags. The three buttons at the bottom of the

profile editor form provide the links to different portions of the Edit page interface. The
“Edit Address/Phone Info” button links back to “edit.php” but sets the “Edit Address”
flag in the process. An easy way to see what variables are passed by a link is to move the
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mouse cursor over the text or graphic containing the link and then looking in the bottom

left comer of the browser menu. Below is the message displayed when the mouse passes

over the “Edit Address/Phone Info” button:

The button acts as a shortcut to the file, “edit.php,” which is passed the PHP variables,
“Passed UserlD” and (notice the ampersand after the seven) “Edit Address.” Similar

messages can be seen for the “Create Address” and “Cancel Account” buttons when the

mouse is moved over them:
pffj Shortcut to edit.php?Passed

Userib=7&New Address=1

te Shortcut to edit.php?Passed_UserlD=781Cancel_Account=i

This marks the end of the default routine for the Edit page. Now we consider what
occurs when the user has clicked the “Save” button for updating their profile’s

information:

if ($_POST[save_submit] && !$Edit_Address)

{

$fname = $_POST[fname];
$lname = $_POST[lname];
$gender = $_POST[gender];
$age = $_POST[age];
$email = $_POST[email];
$comments = $_POST[comments];

$missing_field_error = "This field is required!";
$fname_error = "" ;
$lname_error =
$gender_error = "";
$age_error = "";
$email_error =
$comments_error =
$is_missing_fields = 0;
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As before, certain variables such as “fname,” “lname,” and so on, are initialized to the

values of certain indices of the PHP system array (“POST”) that is created when a form

is submitted. An error message for each variable is also initialized (to blank), along with

the “is_missing_fields” flag, which is set when one of the profile fields was submitted
empty. Next, each variable is checked according to the format below:

if ($fname == "") {
$fname_error = $missing_field_error;
++$is_missing_fields;
}

If the variable is really equal to an empty string, set that variable’s error message (to
“This field is required!”) and increment “isjmissingfields.” Once all variables are

checked, we examine whether or not any of the fields were missing:

if ($is_missing_fields == 0)
{
$update_query = "UPDATE users SET fname = '$fname', lname = '$lname',
gender = '$gender', age = '$age', email = '$email', comments =
'$comments' WHERE userid = '$Passed_UserID'";

$update_results = mysql_query($update_query, $link) or DIE("Bad Update
Query");

If no fields were left empty, i.e. “is_missing_fields” equals zero, “update_query” is set to

a MySQL update statement that overwrites the user’s record with the new (or the old)
values on the form that was submitted earlier. The query is executed and the MySQL
database is updated. The changes are then displayed so the user knows their query was

successful:
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Your Changes Have Been Saved Successfully!
Current Info:

If the user neglected to enter a value for one of the fields on the profile update form,

“is missing fields” will be greater than zero and the error will be caught. In this case,
the form is redisplayed with error messages appearing by blank fields. In actuality, the

error messages are displayed next to each field, but the messages whose related field was
not empty will still be a blank string (thinking back to the //"statements earlier) and will

therefore not display any viewable text. Below is an example of the form displayed when
a user leaves one or more fields blank:
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CORETTE LIBRARY
CARROLL COLLEGE

Enter new values into the following fields and hit the Save
button to update your profile!

This discussion covered the routines for handling user profile displaying and changing,

and now we can begin to look at the occurrences behind editing user addresses. First, the
“EditAddress” flag is checked:

if ($Edit_Address){
$user_address_query = mysql_query("Select address.addressid,
address.userid, address.address, address.city, address.state,
address.zipcode from address, users where
users.userid='$_GET[Passed_UserID]' AND users.userid = address.userid",
$link) or DIE("Bad Address Query!");
$number_of_addresses = mysql_num_rows($user_address_query);

if ($number_of_addresses){

If the flag is set (i.e. the user clicked the “Edit Address/Phone Info” button), a query is

created and executed that selects all the address records associated with the user’s ID

number. “number_of_addresses” is set to the number of address records returned by the
query. It is possible that the user has not yet added any address to their account, so an
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statement asks if “number of addresses” is greater than zero. If there are addresses, they

must of course be displayed:

$address_count = 1;
while ($address_array = mysql_fetch_array($user_address_query,
MYSQL_NUM)) {

$addressid = $address_array[0];
$address = $address_array[2];
$city = $address_array[3];
$state = $address_array[4];
$zipcode = $address_array[5];

The “address_count” variable is created for purely aesthetic purposes; for every address,
a header is printed that says, “Address ‘addresscount’,” where “addresscount” is a

number. It starts at one (since we don’t want an address zero), and is incremented for
every record, so each address will have a unique header. This feature will be

demonstrated shortly. Next, we see the familiar While loop implementation. Just as
before, each address record that is returned from the database is “fetched” (via the

“mysql_fetch_array” function) into an array (“address_array”). As long as there are

database results to fetch, the While loop will execute. For each execution, the
“addressid,” “address,” “city,” “state,” and “zipcode” variables are assigned values from
the “addressarray.” Once variables are set, the address information is displayed via a
form so that the user can choose to enter new values and then save their changes. The

<form> tag for the address-editing interface is important to note:

<form
action='edit.php?Passed_UserID=$Passed_UserID&Passed_AddressID=$address
id' method='POST'>
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Recall that the “action” property of a <form> tag indicates what file the form will call

when its submit button has been clicked, “edit.php” is called, in addition to being passed
two variables. The one we are interested in is “Passed_AddressID.” Notice it is given the

value of “addressid,” which is the unique ID number for the current address record. This

way, when the form for editing a particular address is submitted, the address-updating

routine will understand which record is to be changed. This point will be clarified
shortly. In addition to the form, three buttons are also displayed with each address

record. The “Delete Address” button does just that. When clicked, the link opens
“edit.php” and sets the “Delete_Address” flag, in addition to passing the ID number of

the address record to be deleted, a la “Passed AddressID.” The routine invoked by this

button will be examined later. The “Edit Related Phone Numbers” button opens a listing
of the phone numbers associated with a particular address. The link calls “edit.php” and

passes the ID of the address record and the “Edit Phone” flag. The third button that
accompanies each address record is the “Add New Phone Number” button. Like the

other buttons, it too calls “edit.php,” passing it the ID of the current address record and
the “New_Phone_Number” flag. Below is a sample result of the address editing routine:
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In the event that the user has not yet entered any addresses for their account, the
following If statement will pick up on the fact:

if(!$number_of_addresses)

{

When the condition above tests true, a notice is given to the user, along with a button
linked to the new address creation form:
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ft

Back to Profile Editor

With address display routines out of the way, the next clause of the “edit.php” to examine
concerns the actions taken during the address update process. As always, a particular
condition is checked before any actions are taken:

if ($_POST[address_update_button])

{

The //"statement above checks the status of the “Save” button: if an address update form
has been submitted, an index in the “ POST” array (equal to one) is created with the
same label as the HTML <input> tag for the “Save” button. In this case, that label is
“address_update_button.” If the “Save” button has been clicked, a routine initializes
variables and then checks for valid form inputs:

$updated_street = $_POST[updated_street] ;
$updated_city = $_POST[updated_city] ;
$updated_state = $_POST[updated_state];
$updated_zipcode = $_POST[updated_zipcode];
$is_missing_update_address_fields = 0;

Each address field is assigned an appropriate value from the “ POST” array, followed by
the creation of the “is_missing_update_address fields” flag, which is set when a field on
the address form is left blank. This is necessary, since the MySQL table, “address,” will
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not accept blank values. Next, the value of each update variable (i.e. “updatedstreet,”

etc, etc) is checked for validity according to the following format:

if ($updated_street == "") {
++$is_missing_update_address_fields ;

}

If an update variable is equal to a blank string

then the user left the field empty, and

the “is_missing_update_address fields” flag must be set so the system can detect the

mistake. Once each of these variables is checked, the value of
“ismissingupdateaddressfields” is tested:

if ($is_missing_update_address_fields == 0)

{

$address_update_query = "UPDATE address SET
address=1$updated_street', city='$updated_city',
state='$updated_state', zipcode='$updated_zipcode' WHERE
address.addressid = $Passed_AddressID";
mysql_query($address_update_query, $link) or DIE("Could not
update the address!");

If the flag is equal to zero, i.e. all fields contained a legitimate value, an

“address update query” is created, which contains the MySQL commands needed to
update the “address” table with the new values provided by the user. Which record is

updated relies on the value of “Passed AddressID,” (the record ID of the current address)
which was passed by the “Save” button on the address update form (as noted earlier). If
“is_missing_update_address_fields” is a greater than zero, this indicates a missing form

field, and the address record may not be updated. An If statement checks the value of this
flag and, if needed, displays an appropriate error message to the user.
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After the end of the address update routine comes an ^statement that checks the value of
the “DeleteAddress” variable. Recall that it is set when the user clicks the “Delete
Address” button related to an address on the display interface. “Delete Address”

actually contains the ID number (“addressid”) of the address record to be deleted; this
way, the deletion queries will know which database entry to erase. The routine requires

very little code:

if ($Delete_Address)

{

$Delete_Related_Phone_Numbers_Query = "DELETE from phone where
phone.addressid = '$Delete_Address'";
$Address_Delete_Query = "DELETE from address where addressid =
'$Delete_Address'";
mysql_query($Delete_Related_Phone_Numbers_Query, $link) or DIE("Could
not delete phone number(s)!");
mysql_query($Address_Delete_Query,
address!");

$link) or DIE("Could not delete

When the “Delete Address” variable contains a non-zero value, two queries are created.

“Delete_Related_Phone_Numbers_Query” issues the command to erase all phone records

related to the address record being deleted, and the “AddressDeleteQuery” contains the

MySQL command to delete the current address from the database. Phone records
reference address records, and must consequently be deleted first, since MySQL will not

allow a record to be deleted if one or more other records rely on it in some way. The two
queries are executed in the correct order and the routine is complete.

Next, the system asks if the user has asked to add a new address to their profile:
if ($New_Address)

{
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If the “New Address” flag has been set (by clicking the “Create New Address” button)
then the routine need only display the address creation form:

From a coding standpoint, there are no real important features to illustrate in this section,

so we shall move onto routines surrounding the submission of new address info:

if ($_POST[create_new_address])

{

The //’statement above checks the PHP system array to see whether the button named
“create new address” has been used, i.e. the user has clicked the “Create” button in an

attempt to submit a new address. If this is the case, variables are set to the inputs
submitted by the user, error message strings are initialized, and the
“is_missing_new_address_fields” flag is created in order for missing fields to be tracked;

all in preparation for checking the validity of the form inputs:
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$new_street = $_POST[new_street];
$new_city = $_POST[new_city];
$new_state = $_POST[new_state];
$new_zipcode = $_POST[new_zipcode] ;

$missing_field_error = "This field is required!";
$street_error = "" ;
$city_error =
$state_error =
$zipcode_error =
$is_missing_new_address_fields = 0;

Once the above variables are set, each input (“newstreet,” “new_city,” etc) must be

examined to see if any are blank. The following format is used to check each value:

if ($new_street == "") {
$new_street_error = $missing_field_error;
++$is_missing_new_address_fields ;
}

If the specific field is equal to a blank string, then its associated error message is set, and
“is_missing_new_address_fields ” is incremented. It is important to note that any fields

whose input was not blank will also have a blank error message. This point will be

revisited later. Once all five variables have been checked in this fashion, the value of
“is_missing_new_address_fields ” is checked:

if ($is_missing_new_address_fields == 0)

{

$new_address_id = 0;

$address_id_query = "SELECT addressid from address";
$address_id_result = mysql_query($address_id_query, $link);

while ($address_id_array = mysql_fetch_array($address_id_result,
MYSQL_NUM)) {
if ($address_id_array[0] > $new_address_id) {
$new_address_id = ($address id array[0]);
}
}
++$new_address_id;
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A zero value indicates that no fields were blank, and the new address record may
therefore be created. The first step in this process is to select a unique value for the
address’ ID number (“addressid”). “new address id” will eventually contain this
number, and is initialized to zero to begin with. The “address_id_query” is used to select

all existing address ID’s from the database. Then, while this query still has a record to

return, the While loop executes. Inside this subroutine, anZ/statement checks the value of
the address ID returned from the database with the value of “new address id.” If

“new_address_id” is smaller than the existing database address ID, it is set to that value.
Eventually, when “address_id_query” runs out of records to return, “new address id”

will contain the largest address ID from the database. Incrementing “new_address_id”
yields the next available ID for that table. See the Tricks and Difficulties section for

more information on this. The system now possesses all the information needed to insert
the new address record into the database:

$Create_Address_Query = "INSERT INTO ADDRESS
VALUES($new_address_id,$Passed_UserID, 1$new_street',
'$new_state', '$new_zipcode')";

'$new_city',

In order for the address record to be associated with the user who created it, the record

creation query must include “Passed_UserID,” which contains the ID number of the user
currently logged into the system. Immediately after creation, the new address is

redisplayed to the user for verification purposes:

$Show_New_Address_Query = "Select * from address where addressid =
'$new_address_id' ";
$New_Address_Array =
mysql_fetch_array(mysql_query($Show_New_Address_Query, $link),
MYSQL_NUM);
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$new_street = $New_Address_Array[2];
$new_city = $New_Address_Array[3];
$new_state = $New_Address_Array[4];
$new_zipcode = $New_Address_Array[5];

“Show_New_Address_Query” selects the record from the address table where the

“addressid” field is equal to “new_address_id,” i.e. the record that was just created. As
we have seen before, the results of the query are fetched into an array and then assigned

to specific variables (“new_street,” “new_city,” etc). These variables are inserted into a

section of HTML (not shown) that displays the address information the user has just
added:

New Address Added Successfully!
Current Info:

In the event that the user omitted one or more fields while completing the new address

form, “is_missing_new_address_fields” will not equal zero. The system will detect this

and take special actions:

if ($is_missing_new_address_fields != 0)
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{

Since the system cannot insert a record with missing fields, the best it can do is redisplay
the form. During this process, any fields that the user did enter will keep their value to
save the user from having to retype the information. Blank fields receive an error

message next to them. It is important to note that the error message for each field is

being displayed regardless of if the field was left blank or not. The only difference is that
an error message associated with a blank field has been set to an actual character string,

whereas the contents of the error messages related to a valid input field is simply an
empty string. Below is an example of the code behind redisplaying the Street input field:

Street: <font color=1#FFFF00'><? echo "$new_street_error";?><br>
cinput type=1 text' name=1new_street' size=15 maxlength=20
length=15 value="<? echo "$_POST [new_street] "; ?>"><brx/font>

The first line will display “Street: “ followed by the contents of “new street error.” If the
Street input was left blank upon submission of the form, an error message will be visible.
Notice the “value” parameter inside the <input> tag. This is the initial text inside the

input field: in this case, the “_POST” system array will contain the text inside the
“new street” input when the form was submitted. Below are two images that

demonstrate the workings of this routine:
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Enter new information into the following fields and then hit the
Save button to update your address!

Before submitting an incomplete address.

Enter new information into the following fields and then hit the
Save button to update your address!

[88 Jimmy Street

This field is required!

Vermont

This field is required!

After clicking “Create, ” error messages appear next to missing fields.
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With all the address-related routines out of the way, the remainder of “edit.php” focuses
on phone number operations. The first flag to check is “EditPhone.” In the event that
the user clicked the “Edit Related Phone Numbers” button on the address display page,

“Edit Phone” will be set to one, and the following routine will execute:

if ($Edit_Phone)

{

$fetch_phone_numbers_query = "Select phoneid, phonenum, phone_desc from
phone where phone.addressid = $Passed_AddressID";
$phone_results = mysql_query($fetch_phone_numbers_query, $link) or
DIE("Bad phone query");
$number_of_phone_numbers = mysql_num_rows($phone_results);

Before any phone numbers can be edited, they need to first be displayed. The

“fetch_phone_numbers_query” selects any phone records associated with a particular

address. “phone_results” contains the executed query, and “number_of_phone_numbers ”

stores how many records were returned by the query. The next step depends on this

value:
»

if (!$number_of_phone_numbers)

{

TheT/statement above will test true if no phone records were returned, consequently

displaying a message prompting the user to create a new phone number record:
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If there are in fact phone records associated with the address, they must be displayed
inside of form fields on a per-record basis. The process of displaying phone numbers is

nearly identical to the method by which address records are displayed:

if ($number_of_phone_numbers)
$phone_number_count = 1;

{

while ($phone_results_array = mysql_fetch_array($phone_results,
MYSQL_NUM)) {
$phoneid = $phone_results_array[0];
$phonenum = $phone_results_array[1];
$phone_desc = $phone_results_array [2];

First, we create “phone_number_count,” which starts at one and is incremented every

time the While loop executes. The purpose of this variable is simply act as part of a

header for each phone number, i.e. “Phone #X,” where “X” is the value of
“phone_number_count” at any given iteration. Next, we see the While loop: for every

phone record returned by the query, the results are “fetched” into “phoneresultsarray.”
Using this variable as a reference, the “phoneid,” “phonenum,” and “phone_desc”

variables are set. Now there is adequate information for displaying the phone records.

For each phone record, an HTML form is created with two inputs: “phonenum,” and
“phone_desc.” “phonenum” displays the value of the PHP variable, “phonenum,” e.g. the

actual phone number, and “phone desc” displays the value of the PHP variable,
“phone_desc,” e.g. the phone numbers description (if it has one). The <form> tag

contains several notable properties:
<form
action='edit.php?Passed_UserID=$Passed_UserID&Passed_PhoneID=$phoneid'
method='POST'>
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parameter points to “edit.php,” and passes two variables: “Passed_UserID,”

seen before, and “PassedPhonelD,” which is set to “phoneid.” “phoneid”
:ular phone record, and is needed in order for it to be updated or deleted, as
later. Below is an instance of the phone number editing page:

The phone number update routine is next on the list:

if ($_POST[update_phone_number]){

$updated_phone_number = $_POST[phonenum];
$updated_phone_desc = $_POST[phone_desc];
if (!$updated_phone_number) {
$delete_phone_query = "DELETE FROM PHONE WHERE
phoneid=$Passed_PhoneID ";
mysql_query($delete_phone_query, $link) or die("Couldn't
delete phone number!");
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“update_phone_number” is the name (not label) of the “Update” button on the phone

number form. Therefore, when the user submits the form, an index in the “ POST” array
is created with this same name (“updatejphonenumber”). If this index into “ POST”
exists at all, theT/statement above will test true. Once this occurs, we set

“updated_phone_number” equal to the phone number submitted by the user.

“updated_phone_desc” is set to the phone description submitted by the user. A
description on the phone update page describes two operations: if the user clears the

phone form input and submits the info, the phone record is deleted. Any other changes to
a phone number or its description are saved accordingly. With this in mind, the next step

of the phone update routine is to check the value of “updated_phone_number.” The
second/fstatement asks if “update_phone_number” is blank. If this is the case, a query is
created and executed that deletes the phone record. The user is given a message about
this action. If “updated_phone_number” has a value, the following routine runs:

if ($updated_phone_number){

$phone_update_query = "Update phone SET phonenum =
'$updated_phone_number ', phone_desc = '$updated_phone_desc' where
phoneid = $Passed_PhoneID";
mysql_query($phone_update_query, $link) or DIE("Could not update
phone number!");

The “phone_update_query” string is created, which issues an update command to the
MySQL database. The values of “updated_phone_number” and “updated_phone_desc”
overwrite the phone number and description already in the database. The record that
receives the update is based on the value of “Passed PhonelD,” which we can recall was
passed by the particular phone record’s form on the phone update page. A successful

phone record update is followed by a message directed at the user:
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Phone number successfully updated!

Looking back at the address-editing screen, it is important to note the link attached to the
“Add New Phone Number” button. Below is the shortcut description displayed in the
web browser when the mouse cursor passes over this button:

STShortcut to edit.php?Passed_UserlD =7&Passed_Addressl D =6&N ew_Phone_N umber=1
When the button is clicked, “edit.php” is reopened with three variables passed:
“PassedUserlD” contains the identification number of the user’s record;

“PassedAddressID” stores the identification number of the current address record so the
system will know which address the new phone number will be associated with; and
“New_Phone_Number” is set to one, and acts as the flag so the system will know to

display the new phone number form, as pictured below:

if ($New_Phone_Number)

{
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The If statement above detects that the user has clicked the “New Phone Number
Button,” thereby setting the “New_Phone_Number” flag, after which it is only a matter

of displaying the form and submit button.

Once the user has clicked the “Submit” button, the “ POST” PHP system array will

contain an index with the same name as this button: “submit_new_phone.” The

followingT/statement detects whether this flag has been set:

if ($_POST[submit_new_phone])

{

$new_phone_number = $_POST[new_phone_number] ;
$new_phone_desc = $_POST[new_phone_desc] ;

if ($new_j?hone_number)

{

Once the form has been submitted, the value of the “new_phone_number” index inside
the “_POST” array is assigned a variable called “new_phone_number,” and the phone
number description is pulled from the “ POST” array and assigned to the

“new_phone_desc” variable. The value of “new_phone_number” is then checked by a
secondT/statement. If the user did not submit a blank form, a routine will execute that

creates the new phone number record:

$new_phone_id = 0;

$phone_id_query = "SELECT phoneid from phone";
$phone_id_result = mysql_query($phone_id_query, $link);

MYSQL_NUM))

while($phone_id_array = mysql_fetch_array($phone_id result,
{
if ($phone_id_array[0] > $new_phone_id) {
$new_phone__id = $phone_id_array [0] ;

}
++$new_phone_id;
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The first step is to find an ID number for the new phone record. In order to know the
next available ID number, it is necessary to pull all existing records from the database
and check their values until the largest one has been found. Together, “phone_id_query”
and “phoneidresults” issues the command to MySQL that selects all existing phone

ID’s. For every phone record that is returned to this routine, a While loop executes that
compares the value of “new_phone_id” to the value of a particular record’s phone ID

number. If it is larger, the number will overwrite “new_phone_id.” When the While loop

runs out of records, “new_phone_id” will contain the largest phone ID from the database.
The next available ID number is one larger, so “new_phone_id” is incremented (++).
Once this process is complete, a query is created and executed that creates a new phone
record using “new_phone_id” as the ID number for the new record, and

“Passed AddressID” as the ID number of the address record which the phone number is
tied to. “new_phone_number” and “new_phone_desc” are, of course, inserted as the new

phone number itself and its description, if any. The query creation and execution code
appears below:

$new_phone_query = "INSERT INTO phone VALUES ($new_phone_id,
$Passed_AddressID, '$new_phone_number' z ' $new_jphone desc')";
mysql_query($new_phone_query, $link) or DIE ("Could not
insert new phone record!");
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The user is notified once the new phone record is successfully created.

In the event that the user submitted a blank form, i.e. they clicked the “Submit” button

before entering a phone number, theT/statement below will catch this fact:

if (!$_POST[new_phone_number])

{

It asks, “Is there not an index named ‘new_phone_number’ inside the ‘ POST’ system

array?” This index will only be created if the phone number field was not blank upon
form submission. If this is the case, an error message is displayed to the user:

The final routine inside “edit.php” asks if the user has chosen to cancel their account on

The Super User Database. A button (“Cancel Your Account”) on the profile edit page
sets the “Cancel_Account” flag, which is detected by the //"statement shown below:

if ($Cancel_Account)

{

Rather than immediately cancel the user’s account when this flag tests true, the user is
given one more chance where the effects of proceeding are explained. A block of text

describes that all phone records and addresses are irreversibly deleted when the user
cancels their account. Two buttons are then displayed, as pictured below:
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The button image links to “home.php,” rather than “edit.php.” The
“ReallyCancelAccount” flag is also passed, along with the user’s ID number
(“Passed_UserID”). This way, when “home.php” is opened, it detects that these flags

have been set, and can commence with deleting the user’s account information, as
described in the previous section about “home.php.” If the user changes their mind and

clicks the, “No, Keep My Account,” button, they are simply taken back to their profile

edit page and no account changes take place.

The Edit page was created to help demonstrate a variety of methods for data to be
displayed, created, modified, and deleted. We have seen how the user’s profile

information is presented using HTML forms, how this data is submitted and subsequently
checked for errors. It has also been explained how addresses are brought up on a per
user-record basis. This same method was also utilized in displaying phone numbers, only
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on a per-address-record basis. The MySQL table relationships have been translated into

HTML and PHP, in terms of table dependencies, and information display techniques. By
now, the reader should possess a firm understanding of the way in which PHP code

functions inside a document, as well as inside HTML tags. The “edit.php” only touches

on the types of applications that a program designer might expect to employ on a similar
system, and is aimed at giving a general indication of the power and flexibility of the
PHP/HTML/MySQL programming combo.

Tips and Tricks:

As a programming learns a new language or piece of software before eventually
designing and creating a system, there are bound to be moments of inspiration when new

features, or better ways of doing something are discovered. Similarly, the system author
is likely to encounter varying levels of difficulty during the design process, ranging from

minor holdups, to brick walls resting firmly between them and any progress. Often, a
programmer’s bag of tricks comes from overcoming these monumental problems. Other
times, a designer’s foresight and good coding skills will yield a variety of effective

methods for accomplishing a task. This next section discusses these factors in terms of
setting up and designing The Super User Database', what difficulties were encountered,
how they were overcome (if at all), and any tricks learned along the way. These tips will

be broken down on a per-system-component basis, starting with the Apache web server.
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While installing the Apache web server was not difficult, configuring it to work with
PHP was somewhat of a challenge. The key to the customizing the Apache server lies in
the “conf’ directory inside Apache’s directory, “conf’ contains all the configuration files
that Apache references as it loads. The file of interest is “httpd.conf.” Options such as

the name of the host (computer running the server), and the server’s root directory are
stored in this plaintext document. PHP exists outside the Apache server software as a
“module,” that is, an external set of code libraries that contain routines for handling

certain program instances. In order for Apache to “know” that the PHP module is at its
disposal, an entry must be made in “httpd.conf:”

LoadModule php4_module c:/php/sapi/php4apache.dll

The command line above tells Apache to load a module called “php4_module,” and
points to the path of the configuration file. Assuming that the reader installs PHP on the

root of their “C” drive, this command is valid. Also, it makes no difference where this

command is insert in “httpd-conf.” This obscure step in the Apache server setup was
shown in hopes that the reader might be saved from weeding through the online

documentation during the installation process. This is only the first step in bonding PHP
and Apache, which leads us to tricks for setting up the PHP package.

Like Apache, PHP is straightforward to install, but takes special user intervention in

order for it to function correctly. After installing PHP, locate and open “php.ini” inside
the “C:\php” directory (assuming that this is where PHP was installed). Under
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“Language Options,” make sure that “Enable the PHP scripting language engine under
Apache” is set to “ON.” Save any changes, and then copy “php.ini” to the root of your

hard drive (C:\). Apache should now have access to the PHP libraries. A quick way to
check, is to create a new notepad document containing the following text:

<html><head></head>
<body>
<?
phpinfo();
?>
</body>
</html>

Save the file as “info.php,” and store it in the “htdocs” directory inside the Apache folder.
Then, with the Apache server running, use a web browser to open a link to the computer

running the server. Include “/info.php” at the end of the address. For example,
“ebrimhal.carroll.edu/info.php” is the address to the PHP info page for The Super User

Database. If Apache and PHP are both functioning, a web page will appear that details
the installed components and options in PHP.

The next component we consider is the MySQL server. Before installing the MySQL
server, it is necessary that the computer also have the Open Database Connectivity

(ODBC) drivers installed. These files can be found at www.mysql.com. This was the

primary difficulty encountered while setting up the MySQL server, primarily because the

online documentation never mentioned the need for the ODBC drivers. Another
difficulty worth mentioning was the transition from coding according to the Oracle

version of MySQL and the version available for free online. If the user first learned to
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code in MySQL through Oracle, they are encouraged to study the online documentation
so that they may become familiar with the differences between the two versions.

Another interesting problem involving MySQL concerned its built-in function, “MAX.”

The function was supposed to return the largest of the input values it receives. For
example, a MySQL query might read, “Select MAX(userid) from users.” Theoretically,
the query will return the largest user identification number for the “users” table. Instead,
it returns the largest one-digit number, i.e. if 9 and 10 were the last two user ID’s in the

table, the MAX function would return 9 instead of 10. No online documentation could

explain this phenomenon, so more creative coding techniques were adopted in order to
get the job done (see code routines for creating new phone, address, and user ID

numbers).

Coding in PHP was where most difficulties as well as most tricks were encountered.
Perhaps the most intricate aspect to become accustomed to was the notion of embedding
PHP code inside of HTML. It was important to understand that when a system file was

loaded, the Apache server would compute the PHP code into results that flowed
seamlessly with the HTML code. So on the server side, a document still contained PHP

code and tags, but once it was fetched, computed, and set to the end user, the document

was strictly composed of HTML, i.e. a language a web browser could recognize.
Understanding the relationship between PHP and HTML opens many doors to the system

designer, and is necessary in order to gain full potential of this coding combination.
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One tricky concept that was encountered dealt with the way PHP handled results returned

from the MySQL server. There are three steps to this process: first, a PHP variable (i.e.
“mysql_query”) is set to a text string that is in the form of a MySQL query, e.g. a

command designed to fetch information from one or more MySQL tables according to
some kind of constraint. After the query, another variable (i.e. “mysql_results”) is

created that is set to the value returned by the execution of the MySQL query. In order
for the results to be usable, they must be assigned to a different variable, which is in the
form of an array. If a query generates more than one field per record result, i.e. a user’s
first and last name, these fields will be fetched into their own index into the array. This

allows the designer to select exactly the information they want (by referencing indices in
the array) from MySQL query results. What happens then, if a query returns more than

one record? Multiple records require multiple arrays for storage, which is where a While

loop becomes necessary.

Below is the pseudocode for dealing with a query that returns multiple records:

While (record_array can be assigned a new record resultfrom a query)

Perform operations on recordarray
End While Loop

The While loop will only execute as long as there are records to be had from the query.
Inside the While loop, variables might be assigned to values in the array, and blocks of
HTML and variables might be displayed or operated on in some way. The While loops
used by The Super User Database all follow this form, as it is not only an efficient way of
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coding (assigning a variable and testing in, all in one line), but it performs this particular
task (working with multiple returned records) with the utmost accuracy.

Another worthwhile PHP tip involves the actual structure of a document. Variable

passing is the primary means by which PHP document sections are cleared for execution.

Flags were the most common method used in The Super User Database. As a user

navigates a system, by clicking links and submitting forms, they are setting flags and
passing them between and back to documents. Take for example, the following

pseudocode of a link triggered by a form submission:

Action = “file.php?My Flag-1 ”

When the form is submitted, it opens a document called, “file.php,” and passes a flag

called, “My_Flag,” with a value of 1. But where is this flag “passed” to? A PHP system
array called, “_GET” contains a labeled index for each variable that is passed by a link.

For example, “_GET[My_Flag]” would contain the number one after a user submitted a

form with the pseudocode above. When “file.php” is executed again, a condition would
test the value of “My Flag.” Since a 1 equals “true,” the condition’s particular routine

would then execute and display a certain piece of content that the user would not
normally see if it weren’t for the value of “My_Flag.” This PHP coding technique

provides for all dynamic content, and is the driving force behind the functionality of The
Super User Database.

As mentioned before, information about PHP variable passing was difficult to find
online. Fortunately, Mike Hawks, the network administrator at Carroll College, was
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highly experienced in PHP coding, and helped to explain the components, syntax, and
steps involved in passing variables and setting flags.

Conclusion:

The vast potential for web-based data management is no longer limited to expensive
development suites and professional consulting firms. It has been shown here that
through open source applications and languages, such as Apache and PHP, a designer
with time and incentive can create systems and interfaces with functionality, power, and

flexibility on par with market quality products. The time spent developing The Super

User Database, in terms of research, design, and coding, exceeded 250 hours, and was
accomplished in under a semester. The resulting interface demonstrated many popular

features and capabilities, and hinted at the potential for future systems of greater size and
complexity. Even with employee-related costs involved, open source development is a
prime choice for individuals and organizations of varied intent. If billing for this project

had been, say, $15.00 an hour, total expenses would have amounted to $3,750. Future
development costs would actually be lower according to this example, since a base

knowledge of Apache, MySQL, PHP, and HTML would have already been established,
and the designer could skip most research and begin work immediately. This is an
attractive option compared to other system design tools, such as Oracle, whose Internet

Development Suite is $5,000, not including actual design time and training costs
(Oracle.com). Of course, Oracle software provides a well-tuned design interface and

offers a wider array of features than open source languages, which is why it is important
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for organizations to understand their needs, and what exactly is required to fulfill them.

Obviously, not all systems can be realized through open source programming alone, but

to call the available possibilities limited would be a misguided and costly mistake.

Overall, open source web development using Apache, MySQL, PHP, and HTML, has

been shown to be leamable, customizable, powerful, well documented, and inexpensive.
This area of computer science is evolving at a rapid pace, and promises to continue
offering new and better development solutions to the cost-conscious designer.
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